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Editorial. 
"There was a time when all the bodies 
members 
Rebelled against the lbelly." 
And ,ye would adapt in part this faible 
of the Belly antl the rnenl'bers to 0111· pre-
sent case, interpreting the Bellv as the 
s)·~tem of educatiou obtaining- in the 
Grammar schools. l<'irst we affirm that 
we are here concerned with nei~her thr 
details of claiss-room instruction, nor with 
the minutiae of dormitorv rule· 'but rather 
with the 'broad principles on ~,·hich effic-
ient srcondary education is based. Briefly 
an(1 rough1y the functions of a secomhtn· 
school are these: to instil the elements of 
logic and reason into the hopeles.s muddle 
of human 1brai11 and so make it an appara-
tn,;; of use rathel' than a burden· Euclid 
ancl Physics providr the media; by con-
tad with classics of our own aud other 
ton~rne,;. to inspire into the country's 
youth an appreciation of the artistic, a 
certain culture, and an ahilitv to sneak 
and write approximatel)· correct English. 
to engender physical stl'ength and to 
foster the impulses of manliness; for this 
were games conceived; to cultivate a 
rigor.ous, unbending code of morals, 
capaible of a1pplication or adaptation to 
the sterner issues of life a ft er schooldays; 
to promote the community spirit; to in-
spire the spirit and will of leadership; 
the boarding phase of school life plays 
this part as no other phase can play it. 
TJ1ese were the beliefs of the founders 
of our Grammar Schools. In the beginn-
in()' thev instituted a boarding esta1blish-
m;nt, tl;ey presented a comprehensive and 
adequate curl'icnlum, the exposition of 
which the>· entrusted to English Pn'blic 
School and Pniversity men-than whom 
in their great cultur.e, there were none 
more fitted for such work; they furnished 
ample opportimit,\· and space for games. 
And the results need no comment· more 
eloquent than words is the ext~nt to 
which tl:c p ·:-;t pup'.ls of these schools hold 
hig-h office in the State to-daY 
Bnt the membe1·s of the b~~lv relbelled 
agaimt the belly, their agents ·being their 
priests and their politicians. No loud re-
bellion to the thl'ob of 'rnr <1rnms. R1ther 
otherwise! Gradually, quietl,\·, church 
school1s and State High Schools have made 
their appearance. In thr 1:b..;tract the 
Church and the State are capable of 
making schools excellellt in ever,\· re'pect. 
In hard and incontrovertible fact, the 
schools they have macl 0 arr not. in a1l, 
the schools the countr.'· wants. As it is, 
ranv material which the Grammar Schools 
might turn into the efficient polished ar-
ticle is denied full development in other 
imtitntio11s, ;s denied either the efficiency 
or the poli-;h. And there faces us the ap-
palling spectacle of the smaller Grammar 
Schools fighting for their Yery existence, 
owing to the amazing outcrop of State 
and secular schools; appalling partly be-
cause of their helplessness. For in the 
shape of its parson the church school hais 
an agent in every village, arnl most peo-
ple clo not realise the limitations of State 
enterprise. We do not advocate the aboli-
tion of State and Church High Schools. 
In no way! But we do urge them to 
complete their job or to leave it to the 
more efficient Grammar Schools. Consider 
these schools in turn. The Church schools 
provide boarding and sports facilities; 
against them here we have n0 grouch, 
rather wr felicitate them on their success 
in this direction. But what of education, 
as far as the claiss-room is concerned f 
'l'o what extent does it exist in these 
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s'Cl10ols? For ,vour answer .von mGst look 
to results of "Pnlblic examinations, the onl,v 
gauge ·worth considering. And the logic or 
•an Euclidean proposition, the recognition 
of the ~ewtonian La"·s, the appreciation 
of Keats, of what avail arr they to boys 
"·ho, the sons of squatters, "·ill be in after 
life, squatters themselves 1 A pertinent 
qne.stion ! But a logical ibrain is worth 
while eYen to a squatter. and ·an appn·-
ciation of literatnrr can hanllr <lo a 
grievous lrnnn if, tlwreiby, SheEe:- sharr 
the lei.sure hours with the gramophone-
' ' The schoolmaste1· is a·broad,'' saitl 
Brougham, "and 1 trnst to him, arm eel 
with his primer, against the rnldier in 
fnll militar,v al'l'a,\' .. , nnt as far as the 
Church schools are concerned, it appeal's, 
it is someone qnite clifferent 1d10 ha" 
donned the academic dress, or the school-
master has left his primer at home. The 
attitncle of the pnpils 8eems to ibe this: 
"Vile are here for a good time, and all "·e 
care aibont i•s ice-cream and sports.'· Arnl 
the tutor appear,, to answel', ' 'Yes, ,\' OU 
ma,\- have :-onr good time provided you 
arr good at sports and acquire the tone 
'Ye set." Hnt the tutor- it is his clnt,\--
mu~t add. "an cl provided :·on se t your-
selves . erionsh· to YO!ll' stmlie5." Tl·e 
Grammar Sch~ols ];ave shom1 definitel.'-
that sports alHl tone aih1 stutly- and ice-
cream-can stalk ha]l(1 in hand; Chnrch 
ocbools liaYe stepprcl into the sq11are, let 
them make manife . ;t more justification 
tlian theY do for their existencE'. let thE'm 
'Shew th-at they do believe the ;vonng 
brain of the country is worth deYeloping, 
tlrnt their classroon~s are something more 
than a name. 'fh e years have rpndered fn-
tile the argnment of infanr,\-. 
Ro far we have devotecl onr attentions 
to tlw >o-cal 1ed Prote~tant C'hurch school. 
On the gromid;; sE't ont 11·e have no 
qnanel 1vith the Roman Catholic Chul'ch 
schools- Nndgee am! its branches. As far 
as 1ve kno11· them. ihey posses'> the ne-
ce,sary fournlations of a nsefnl school. 
With the State onr qnarrel lie .~ in this, 
that it caters for clay pupils onl,,·, and ih.; 
schools are freqnentl:· plantec1 without 
due provision for gamPs. The effects of 
faek of sports need no di,;cnssion. ('r.n-
sider the question of •boarding. Emerson 
has 1varned ns, ''You send your child to 
the schoolmaster, lbnt 'tis the schoo~boys 
who educate him." And in many direc-
tions the real educators are the school-
boys· But to giYe fnll scope to their activi-
ties, boarding schools are necessary. 'l'hey 
ha ,.e no chance 11·ith the day-'J)uipil. Even-
iboarding school has its peculiar code of 
ethics; ·strange code, maybe, but strong 
and vigorous, with 'Honour' its watch-
\YOrd and Stl'bjugation of ·self its aim· To· 
a lal'ge extent the strubility of a nation 
depends npon the patriotism of its people, 
which is the extent to 1vhich they recog-
nise that they form a 'bod.'' corporate. Re-
cognition of the col'porate aspect of lifo 
steels them to preserve their communal 
integrity. "English public 15chool life is 
ext1·ernel~- like English pn·blic life, for 
which it is the preparatory school," says 
Chesterton. But it i'S true not only of 
England. To school boarders the cor.porate-
1 ife is ever manifest; there is 'born in 
them r ecognition of the importance of 
community spirit, and they look for it and 
she1v it in later life. "'l'he child is father 
of the man," ·al><o the child is impression-
a1ble and susceptible to environment. Put 
11im to a 'boarding school-accepting the 
llL'tsters to be clean. strnng and honour-
able men-and in most ca:ses he will 
emerge a useful citizen. Far lbe it from us 
to assert that unless he attend such a 
school, then he !will not lbecome a. useful 
citizen. Rather that he has less chance of 
becoming such. His choice of ·satisfactions 
arising from his varied experiences as :1 
1boy decitles his choice of satisfactions as 
a ;nan, and b~- that do "·e gange a man's 
u~e as a citizen. Jn a boarding school 
there are those to help him to an hononr-
aible choice, help him more strongly than 
his own home folk are a1ble. 
On these grounds then clo 1ve affirm that 
the secular and State secondary schoo' s 
fail, 1Yhe1·p the Grammar schools stand 
'·trong. And we stl'bmit that it is the dnt~' 
of both to mend their .ways or qnit the 
business, and so giYe back to the Grammar 
Schools 1vhat 1rns once their monopol,\-. 
-W.J.C. 
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Glimpses of the Granite Belt. 
(Concluded). 
It is a rare and summer night on which 
you will not welcome your great-coat 
when driving; and when you retire you 
will welcome e(]ual ly youe eider-down 
(]ui lt. On such .a night, lying abed, ) ' OU 
visualise and commise1~ate the unhappy 
wretches who, nude and humid, lie tossing 
within the stifling mosquito net on a 
coastal lbed. For here on summer nights 
you n ot only draw rnp your fJUilt, 1but are 
freed from the prison-house of the mos-
quito net-for 1which your bed simply has 
no provision. 
With such a stimulant to la1bour as this 
a ir affords, is it curious that denizens of 
the Granite Belt should haYe ·worked 
their !bodies into a healthfnlnes.s as near 
pel'fection as is 1possible on this earth~ 
~rheir l ivers are 1brought into subjection. 
~ fan y of them, in other parts, were under 
the t~'ranny of the liver-a ipre~· to worr)·, 
D'bsernions and bad temper. Here their 
'\\·orld is transformed. 'l'here is a sort of 
perennial cheerfulness about people which, 
'by its u1biquity, astonishes the newcomer. 
P eople from the lower cities who used to 
worry over trifles laugh at them here, and 
.are themselves astonished at the superior-
ity 1with w hich they rise above them-as 
well as by their equanimity in the face of 
real hanlship· 
This all 1sounds ridiculously like a pro-
pagandist account from a tourist guide-
ibook. Guide ibooks exaggerate notorious-
1~·; l ike cinema-actors, they exaggerate 
Nature to impress. When you tell the sober 
truth a1bout the Stanthorpe climate it 
looks to the uninitiated like an over-state-
ment. But t11e fact is that peo1ple h ere 1are 
continually 1saying, as they gaze at the 
sm11set in the purple hills, what they 
say of sunsets at Agra or Cairo: 
" W ell, if you 1pnt that on canvas they 
wonldn't believe you. " People who do not 
know it say the same when you depict the 
Stanthol',pe climate. 
Inva lid'S floc·k here. 1'he doctors are 
finding it ont. 'The ailing come for respite. 
An d many say that when they leave they 
a r e out of health till they return. And I 
believe them. Consequently large numbers 
of them have come to stay. But it is not 
necessary to lbe ailing to appreciate this 
air. It is so far superior to all other air in 
the State th.at the hale are impressed by 
it. P eople rave about Italy and the Ri-
Yiera. But I can't helip thinking that the 
praise of those parts is offered with the 
English climate implicitly in the back-
ground as a standard of con11parison. 
Compared with England, the Riviera is 
El~·sium. But if the English tourists who 
praise the RiYiera knew the Granite Belt, 
they would speak of " Stanthorpe and 
Nice,'' '' A1pplethorpe and Aix-les-Bains.'' 
To 1be frank-and at the risk of incredulity 
-I 'll say that when English people get t'o 
know Stanthorpe in the course of their 
traYel,s (and Antipodean traYel is now re-
starting in earnest ) the praise of this 
plateau "·ill lbe 1sung so loud in London 
that you'll have the wealthy English mak-
ing 1)ilgrimage here. 'l'his is not fatuity: 
you'll see· 
Yisitation from overseas ought to be 
an objective with this district as much as 
overseas shipments of apples. Both will 
come. Nature has done all one conld ask 
here in sheer 1beanty of outlook and of 
mountain walk. His ' ' tramp'' is as dear 
to the Englishman as his golf. If only we 
refrain from garish attempts to improve 
Nature-as she hais been improved so im-
piously in other parts-onr English cous-
ins are safe for their rambles. 
They will lbe 1pleased, too, by the vigonr 
of this winter. I have known it coldr r 
here in July than ever I kne\Y it in Lon-
don: which is ,saying a good deal. The cold 
of London is very spectacnlar---\with sno'W 
and icicles and frozen ponds an(l rain . 
and the rest of it. But it is not so keen 
as we know at this elevation. The English-
man, when he comes, can g loat over his log 
fires with as much reason as at home. 
Englishmen aibroad will light fires \Yith-
out p roYocation-just for their associ:1-
tions and their sense of co1siness. I have 
known them light log-fires in the sulb-
troipical autumn-and achieYe something 
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more than cosiness. But the>· can lrnYP 
them in this antnmn with perfect mpnni. 
ty. But though they may enjoy log"firr '~ 
here, the winter will offer them a luxnr.v 
the:v little know at home; and that is lonr: 
successions of sunny frosts. Th:rn this there 
is no more delicious aspect of winter any. 
wl1ere. Tn the British lisles they know too 
mnch of dam11, cold and slush and win•e·· 
fogs. :\!" ot in Switzerland's most genial 
,January will yon know ,a more rofbustious, 
invigorating frost, ,and sun, than in our 
,July. 
An Englishman would ·,be seduced 'b:v a 
tract that i!'rows 1so many of his own fr11;• 
Beside aipples and nears, all his "berries" 
grow here 'lvell: black/berries. gooseber-
ries. cranlberries. currant1s. raspberries, 
and what not· B~1t w]11at will fire his im. 
a~ination !beyond all these is to find in 
nrofnsion here those fruits he gro'Ws pain-
fn l!y on walls and in hot-houses-the 
neach, ihe nectarine. the grape. 1n Enl!-
land, one bunch of grapes goes the rounds 
of the ta1ble, and the diners snip off haH 
a dozen 1berries with unction; that's their 
ration. But unless you have lived in Eng. 
lanrl yon cannot conceive the ecstasy 
·with which a Londoner would wander here 
throngl1 a vineyard and gorge pounds. I 
ha Ye seen peaches in Bond Street f':nch ? ' T 
grew liere last December (and for which 
I got 1/ 6 a ca'Se) ;pricP,d at 1/ 6 each. And 
the pineapples-of which the E111?lishman 
at home consumes a culbic inch at dinner-
tl1ough it does not grow at Stanthorpe, 
grows within cooee, so to ,sneak, and can 
be had for sixpence in the local shops. 
All this I say, not with the motive of 
enticing the Englishman, bnt that Queens-
landers may realise that the fruits tl1ey 
accept '91S "routine" are really a ririvilege. 
Similarl)· I would s1wgest that the much-
benraisecl climates of Southern Europe, 
which the English pay large sums to en. 
joy for a few weeks in the winter, are 
here, a Queensland possession for ever. 
Yon nePdn 't go across the world to tn.ste 
them. They await yon in the Granite Be1t. 
But it is not such a landscape as you 
will see in France or Italy. They say that 
Stanthorne fincls a counterpart in Corn-
wall in the character of its scenery. But 
the ~orthe1·n M:editerranean coast-country 
is much less rugged. I don't know Corn1 
wall. But the Granite Belt reminds me 
much of Syria. And as you approach tl1P 
town of Stanthorpe from the south-west 
you ·will find the general qnalities of the 
seen ery of sn'burlban Jerusalem reproduc-
ed in a striking fashion. The <'oloH of the 
rocks and the sparse timber and the con-
tour· of the thinly-grassed ground, and 
even the colour of the tenements, bring 
'back Jerusalem to me quite viYidly. And 
any ex-lighthoriseman would probalbly 
agree that there is a haunting resemblance 
in landscape between a run from Dalveen 
to Glen Aplin and the climb up from Ludd 
to Jerusalem. Who can forget the pO\V-
derecl, choking, clinging dust of the Hol.v 
City? But wl10 that knows the Granite 
Belt can fail to have remarked the ac-
commodating fashion in which the dust 
raised by a car sinks immediately 'behind 
it into the granite road? Indeed, there is 
no dust at Stanthorpe, properl;' .speaking. 
What is called dust is a finely-granulated 
granite too heavy to go npon the wind. It 
never po\vders; and so it neve1· annoys 
Yon. Nor is there mud here-such as 
;nakes life hic1eo11s a.bout Too\Yoomba 1ncl 
the Bla ckall Range. For there is no clay 
-nothing, in Lict, that rain will make 
'"tick;·. The harder it rains the cleaner it 
gets. The soil aibsor'bs quickly. Rain here 
leaves nothing rbut beauty behind-rocks 
gleaming li1ke silver amongi't th r trees . an<1 
the nea1· 11ins a deep purple. I clouibt if 
an:ndiere else you will find hills so near 
at hand throwing off 1such colour. This is 
all. of course, clue to the medium through 
which ~·on see them; and it is the charac-
ter of this rare atmosphere to draw a 
supernatural colour out of every feature 
in tl1e landscape. This medium it is which, 
in the da)', lends a superior sharpness of 
definition to thP conntr:rnicle, and which at 
niq;ht ma·kes the m001Jlight as bright as 
in Egypt, and makes thr stars dance. 
Dance is the on1v wor<l. In other parts 
the,· ,,hine-arnl sometimes the~· glitter. 
But here they dance. 
But if I sa;· more ~·on 'll think I'm ex-
trava!!ant. I clicl want to speak of thP 
wild flowers and of the pine groves and 
of the love~y sha1ws of tlw ro cks, and of 
the tempcnment this life p1·oduces, and 
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-0f the relics of the mining spirit that per-
'ist, and of many other things. But 
there is so much that eludes description 
that you had much better come and see 
for yourself. 
HECTOR DINNING. 
--**--
Staff 
This year has bronght the UniYersity to 
the encl of anot11er stage in its develo11-
ment: the Faculty of Arts has been 
strengthened b)· the creation of Profes,;or-
ships in English, ancl History. and Econ-
omics, the site qnestion has been finally 
settletl, and the statutory endowment has 
lieen restored and increased· The creation 
of the two new Professorships, made pos-
si;ble rr1y the ~1cCanghe:- liequest, increas-
es the number of Professors to eleven. 'l'he 
rniYersity has much reason to ibe grateful 
for the addition of seven new Profes~or­
ships to the original four clnring the first 
hwln years of its existence. 
The passing of the rniYersit:- Site 
Bill m1d the University Act Amendment 
Bill gives fnrther can~e for satisfaction. 
One of the last acts of onr First Chancel-
lor, Sir William :JiacGrcgor, was the 
a"reement with the CitY Council that an 
a~e<l in Victoria Park. shoul<l lbe trans-
ferre<1 to the UniYersit~·. Yarious difficul-
ties have postponed the i1assage of a Bill 
to legalise the transfer, but "·e have no\\' 
to thank the Government for introducing 
and carrying tlirongh the 11eces;:;ar_,. legis-
lation. 
.A second rnea!'nre for which om· tha11ks 
-are clue to the GoYernment is the Amrncl-
ment Bill. A statutor? endowment was 
proYick<1 for seYen years in the original 
Act. and 'ince the expiry of that period 
the l'ni\·ersih· has been inclndr(l in the 
annnal estima.tes. The iw<>sent Act not on-
lv restores a statntor.v rndowment, ·but 
~lso inc1·eases the amount. The Act does 
not abolish but it does much to diminish. 
our financi~l anxieties. 
Jn addition to its endowment cla use 
the Amendment Act provides for Gon'rn-
Notes. 
ment subsidies to supplement private en-
dowment of research. 'fhis definite recog-
11ition that research work is an important 
activity of a University, combined with 
·proYision for material assistance in carry-
ing on research, giveii rise to hopeful vie•~·s 
of our fnture. 
'l'he iwe;;ent 1position of the Fniversitv is 
one of promise, but th<> extent to wl~ich 
that promise "·ill be realisec1 mnst depend 
largely on the nssistance forthcoming. 'fhe 
Government and the City Council have 
given a lead, but the vahie of their help 
wil1 11e 1argel,v c1iscounte<l m1less those 
who draw their wealth from Queensland 
a dcl their :snpport. 'l'h e possession of a 
site will not solve the problem of accom-
modation nntil an adequate ·building fund 
is availa'ble; the research clanse of the 
Amendment Act does not provide a penny 
nntil private generosity has acted; fnr-
ther, the increaserl endowment 1rnrely 
meets our present ex1pense.s. If Fniversit;\· 
work, whether teaching or research, is to 
1be efficient, the men engaged in that 
work must have time arnl opportunit~· to 
keen in touch with the development of 
their subjects. 'fhe further their Uniyers; -
tv is removed from the main centres of' 
thonght the harcler it is to maintain that 
contaet. The t"·o great aids in so doin .'! 
are a large l'niversit.v l i hrar~·. Pspecia 11 _,. 
1Yell JHO\·iclrd with enneJ1t periodicals, 
an<.l facilities for yisits 1o R1iropecrn ancl 
American Universities. 'l'he Fniversit~· of 
Qneensland has clone "·hat it coulrl to pro-
vide these aicls, bnt umler prc"ent concli-
tions the I~ibrar~· vote is ina<.lPIJnate, "·hile 
the com'binerl fraYclling expenses and p<l_\·-
rnent of a sll'bstitnte make it nlmo'it im-
possible, and in some cases quite irn po11-
sible, to visit Fniversities outside Ans-
tralia· 
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Legs. 
"Fain would I ki,ss my Julia's dainty leg, 
For it is white and hairless as an egg." 
In ve1·y Moth, good reasons for kissing 
any1body's legs! But not the 1best reasons! 
MaY·be there is ·an indescri'ba,ble charm at-
taching to hairle.ssness; maybe there is an 
t"·~11i;itP g-race in whiteness. But they are 
as nothing to the ecstasy, the poetry, of 
·Joe rlainty c1wves of a slim roundness. 
Square-ct~t whiteness and triangular hair-
lessness have never yet excited the oscu-
latory centres of any man. But give him 
a soul and sheiw him a curve, 0 Gentle 
Maiden, and 'beware, for you have shown 
11im beaut~', and judge him not harshly if 
he 1pursue it. For this is truth: that cnnes 
in the symmetr~- of their disposition pro-
vide the only medium for the gra-phic re-
presentation of ,beauty; straight lines are 
nsele~s, "·orse than nseless, for in their tra-
Yail they produce always the unlbeautiful. 
That is why engineers are what ·We gene-
rally find them, soullesis anaesthetics-
o't ava/a(hp:'o1. th18ai'o1 
The engineer's life is a fnnction of 
.•traight lines ancl angles~an(l angles are 
the meanest thing of a man's conception. 
Here and there we find an arch with a 
sweep as lovely as a flying !bird's, .'but 1'e 
has wrecked its beauty in a maze of angle 
irons and girders. Fool people • pa~- him to 
bnild them a road, and their hearts ~-earn 
for a winding one. He 'builds it straight 
and true with a commendable precision; 
and one more corner ·of life is thereiby 
prose. 'For the ha,ppy life cnrves are as es-
sential as is the vaunted daily bread. And 
in spite of his own as,sertion, 1we do not 
believe Herrick was prompter] to kiss ,Ju-
lia's leg either ·by reason of its whitene~s 
or its hairle:ssness; rather did its harmony 
of curves flood him with emotion . So mnch 
that he felt he must apostrophise it. He 
wanted a rhyme to leg and 'cunes' would 
not fit into the rhythm. 
In late years fashion has decreed that 
women shall display her ankles ard her 
calves to the eves of ain- brave to gaze. 
And as courag~ is the c~mmon attriibute 
of man, his eyes are greatly used-to their 
own detrimen t, and to the rletriment of 
his opinion of women. Thronghont the agrs 
scul1pto1~s and rpainters have taken tlL' fe-
male nude as a medium for the expression 
of the beautiful. Man, of conYenient and 
carnal ha•bits, has refnsecl to realise the 
sculptor chooses his sulbject not haplrnz-
ard, and ha1s declined to accept the exist-
ence of corsets. To him, on a time. 811 
women were as Praxiteles chiselled her . 
But woman, revelling in the cloak of mys-
tery in which man has dressed her. choo~­
rs to disillu, ion him. She was enr a con-
tradiction. Fashion has decreed she shall 
sho·w her legs. Much has 'been written and· 
more spoken against this vast display of 
female understanding-or mi:mnderstand-
ing. But fashion and the woman have won 
out. Fashion was ever a tyrant; woman 
'.Ya1s ever prone to extravagance. She lrns 
sought to display her charms, and, in the 
general, has revealed her lack of them. 
Even curves, to be 'beautifnl. mnst be 
r"Ythmically disposed; vers li,bres at its 
highe£t can never attain to the beantv ·;f 
the ,onnet, and /bad vers libre . .; is· an 
ngony. Bnt the mere fact of much le .~ 
protrnrling from the skirt is not immoral 
in itself. Provided the leg is rh~·tlnnica lly 
moulderl it can be highly moral. Immorali-
tv approaches when the unbeantiful le~ 
steps ont. Whosover \brings to Yie"· the 
ngly is guilty of a grave offence, an act of 
tl'e deenest immorality. ThP aim of life is 
the Eeeking after beauty, and beauty is ac-
ceptable to man, 1be it in limbs such as 
Phidias carved, or in trees such as Oorot 
saw and gave ns. Veril~- is this an age of 
tm bellntifnl legs. Consider ~· om' furniture 
legs. Every1vhere :JfISSIO:N' ! Square-cut 
gaunt, in even· show-1Yinc1ow ! It can 'be 
effective, this mi,sion lbe<lsteall in its pol-
ished squareness. But the grain of the 
tim:ber and the mak,er 's precision-and 
prices-save it. Yet what in1;omnia must 
it !bring. The age of chivalr,\• may not be 
dead, but Queen Anne certainly is-Rt 
leaEt as far as her furnitnre is concerned. 
A mission sideboard is prose. hea v~· 
iwo<:r: a f'hippendale chair and a Queen 
Anne ca!binet are lyrics in their delicacy 
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of their curves. But mission could only 1be . 
prose, for it has sprung from a prosy age. 
l' nheautil'ul legs everywhere! And wom-
<' ll. if hnt fer their own sakes, must lower 
their garments. l\'Iost ankles snggest poetic 
calves, most calves are atrocities. 0 wom-
an! Take heed unto thy ways. 
-QUOODLE. 
Caloundra Biology Excursion. 
On Sunday, 5th August, at 9.30 a .m., 
the " sailors " all left Brisbane by the 
Koopa, a few having gone by train the 
previous day. The trip across the bay 
was great, and after passing Redcliffe 
we reached Bribie about 15 mins. post 
meridiem. Little of note took place on 
the matutinal voyage. 
At Bribie we were met by Mr. T. 
with a fine launch, and at 1.15 p.m. 
(all human and other freight aboard) 
we made a start for Caloundra ( 30 
miles distant) and passed along Pumice 
Stone passage. 
Some of the party chose the first class 
deck (the awning) in preference to the 
" hold." 
Despite the fact that there were 31 
minds with but a single thought, our 
appetites were to be whetted by a grand 
chorus which was proceeding to exhaust 
Commem. songs and other rags until 
a not unwelcome intruder suggested 
some reinforcement. It was at this 
juncture that several gentlemen gave a 
homely demonstration of their domestic 
abilities. 
The trip went " as merry as a mar-
riage bell," until late in the afternoon 
the launch appeared to have difficulty 
in progressing, and despite the efforts 
of the captain and first mate and the 
presence of the noble freight, the beast 
behaved in a manner worthy only of a 
Ford. It decided to get bogged owing 
to the presence of an insignificant sand-
bank, covered by a few bare inches of 
water, and although most laudable at-
tempts on behalf of the crew were re-
peated, and notwithstanding that 31 
people from the Queensland University 
wished it to move, the animal was ob-
stinate. 
That we were in imminent danger 
(of remaining stuck) was evident when 
the cry of the captain was heard to 
man the boats. 
Here we must record most disgrace-
ful conduct on the part of the men. 
There was a rush for the sole life-boat 
by the male passengers, followed by 
the more daring of the women. 
The vessel, being much lightened, 
yielded to persuasion and proceeded to 
move away. Imagine our consterna-
tion when we made the grim discovery 
that we had been callously cast adrift 
with the mother vessel fast disappear-
ing. 
But tears were dried, and hearts 
strengthened when we discovered that 
we had the cox of the University Eight 
with us. 
Many willing hands seized the oars 
(2), and the boathook, and as many 
tacitly resolved to face death bravely 
(for the women's sake!) 
The tide threatened to carry us 
away, and the pseudo-captain ordered 
more power on the paddles. Such was 
the zeal and force with which two mem-
bers attacked the task that the elastic 
limit of the oar being reached, a rend-
ing of timber was followed by a pro-
pulsion of the engine into the bow. 
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At this stage, thanks to the nautical 
sense of some one and the valour of 
others, a few bravely decided to leave 
the boat as a means of lightening it (a 
manly sacrifice of men for their com-
rades). 
Watery Neptune then discovering the 
many leaks in our frail craft, there 
was a rush of "all" (more or less) 
" hands to the pump " headed by A.B. 
Yarad. 
The aforesaid brave men, discarding 
boots with etiquette, succeeded in lead-
ing the boat through the danger zone. 
Some of the faithless women (now 
that safety had been reached) then 
decided to decamp. 
Here it is worthy of note that only 
one of the women really swam {albeit 
unwillingly). 
The rest of the voyage was less 
eventful, and somewhere about 7 p.m. 
we reached Caloundra, where we were 
met by Mr. Cayzer. A walk of some dis-
tance brought us to the Boarding 
Honse. 
Monday.- Shor.tly after the dawn had 
crept from her saffron bed over the east-
ern hill, and after morning tea, some 
energetic people were seen chasing the 
mermaids from the Caloundra surf. 
After breakfast we commenced our 
excursions by a ramble through the 
bush. Two events of note occurred. 
1. A few of the men were lost (but 
happily returned in time for lunch). 
2. The presence of a wild animal 
(though inanimate) endangered our 
lives by preventing any approach what-
ever to a botanical specimen which we 
had hoped to examine. 
In the afternoon, accompanied by 
Miss Walker and Mr. Cayzer, we jour-
neyed to the rocks and beach. Here 
many interesting specimens of marine 
animals were observed in their natural 
habits, and troubled with numbers of 
seekers, scalpers, etc. 
Striking V(as the fearlei:;s manner in 
which the women attacked animals 
which were more fearful to behold than 
the poor old mouse. 
Monday night saw the dining hall 
cleared for "jazzing. The quite respect-
able jazz band dwindled at last to a 
bare unit-the pianist, others preferring 
to "trip the light fantastic" to beating 
a kerosene tin or playing a kazoo. 
Tuesday's program was a trip to the 
Flat. The Flat, as the name implies, 
is a fiat stretch of country anything 
from 1 t to 4 miles (opinions differ on 
this matter) from the boarding house. 
At 10.30 a.m. we all set out and were 
soon scattered throughout the country, 
searching diligently for wild flowers. 
This proved a fascinating occupation. 
Here we would mention a fact which 
shows how too much concentration on 
Science is apt to exercise a detrimental 
or otherwise effect. Even on the first 
day, one member, on holding up the 
hardened skin of a loaf of bread (pre-
sumably for classification) was hailed 
by one stude with " Crustacean." 
This is by the way. Mr. King had 
brought out lunch to the fiat, and about 
12.30 we assembled to find that three 
of the women were missing. The men 
(or most of them) immediately set out 
in search, while all bore the shock 
bravely, although the search resulted in 
failure. 
After lunch we spent a little time in 
the classification of the flowers collect-
ed in the morning, and returned home. 
Tuesday night will long be remem-
bered as the occasion of the 1922· 
Science Student's Fancy Dress Ball. 
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The costumes were choice, even if they 
did not (some of them) conform to ball-
room etiquette. To describe them 
would be too lengthy a task. One fact 
was praiseworthy: almost everyone en-
tered wholeheartedly into the spirit of 
the affair, and made the evening a dis-
tinct success. 
l\Iiss Walker was cheered lustily, and 
accorded a " jolly good fellow " for the 
right royal manner in which she added 
to the pleasure of the party. 
Wednesday.-In the morning we 
wandered a couple of miles along the 
beach, past Moffat Head, and inspected 
the Dicky, a small vessel of about 60ft. 
which was washed up some years ago. 
Numerous cameras were in evidence 
here, as well as on every occasion dur-
ing the trip. 
On our return for lunch we inspected 
the " Queen of the Colonies " on Moffat 
Head. This is an ordinary Pandanus 
or bread-fruit tree with the above in-
scription carved in its trunk. A small 
wooden crmis at its foot marks the 
grave of the wife of a ship's captain 
whc is supposed to have been buried 
there in 1867. 
The afternoon was spent on the 
beach, where we examined the marine 
animals and their zones in greater de-
tail than on Monday. 
The bathing attraction waned, prob-
ably owing to the coldness of the 
water. · 
Thursday morning presented a scene· 
of departure. Leaving Caloundra at 9.15 
a.m. we reached Bribie at 1.15 p.m., 
and Brisbane at dusk. 
Thursday was devoted almost solely 
to cards, but late in the afternoon the 
full force was mobilised, and the massed 
choir rendered selections from 'Varsity 
songs, to the amusement of the rest of 
the passengers. 
Several factors contributed to the 
satisfaction and pleasure which char-
acterised the whole trip. Chief among 
them was the beautiful weather which 
fro::n beginning to end graced the ex-
cursion. 
The other factors ·were the genial 
manner in which we were treated by 
our hosts, Mr. and Mrs. King, and Miss 
Sully, whose kindness at the piano was 
keenly appreciated. 
None the less, from a first year stu-
dent's point of view, thanks are due 
to the third years, who played a great 
part in making the 1922 Caloundra ex-
cursion such a glorious success. 
WAR! 
!<'our years of Peace! And now the world 
awaits 
vVith avid 1fury one llilOre taste of blood 
And fire and death and plague and stinking 
mud 
To save it from the lethargy it hates-
This damned Peace! at last the 1c alm ab1te3 
And storms appear again, a welcome si•ght 
To all adve·nturous spirits who for Right 
Are ea~er to contend. A thrill elates 
The soul of every patriot at the call. 
- 'Tis thus the shrill-voiced sons of strife 
proclaim 
Their hateful spite; but yet these arE· not all. 
Though snarling dogs desire to kill and maim 
And frothing madness •makes them struggle 
Jong, 
Their masters' chain, once broke, this time is 
strong. 
-P.R.S. 
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A Grad uate V iew s the Eclipse at Glen Aplin. 
To prepare us for the event kind 
friends had sent pamphlets and' 1books 
books and palUlphlets-miles of them; and 
the press, too, was anxious that no ow• 
should 1be ignorant of the importance of 
these strange antics of the ~nn and moon. 
Thus tuned to concert pitch, im;HtiPntly, 
exr~ctaJltly, we a1vaitec1 the day. We were 
dubious a1bout the weather-we had Iwd 
no decent day for several weeks. But 
'l'ht~rsda~- dawned perfectlv cl·).lcl1e.-:s "·ilh 
the •promise of a high wind. 
'l'he morning "."' ;;ipent p1?paring :-.mok-
ed glasses and hoping the 'moon would not 
forget the date fixed for its stnnt. It's 
strange indeed 110\v these 'ble,sed scien-
tists can calcnlate the da~·, the honr, the 
minute. (_)ne almost expects the heavenh· 
bodies to object to such close scrutiny ~f 
their priYate moYements, and to run amok 
in protest; 1but they 01bey like lamb~. 
In the early afternoon 1vp set out for 
our chosen place, close by Hill-top and 
arrived just as the fir:st bit of sh'adow 
crept on the sun. \Ve had a map showing 
the planets ordained to appear on the 
stage during the performance. First came 
Yenns, glimmering bright a'bove us. We 
were facing straight towards the "·est; 
the sky was perfectl.v clondless, and the 
horizon was a ring of hills-a perfect 
po>ition to watch for the shadow. In the 
first half hour the light ,began to change 
-the furious wind dropped, and with it 
the temperature. As we sat in a group on 
the rocks we were a weird collection, with 
our smoked glasses and our anxious faces; 
the on]~- members free from self-comcious-
ness present .were the balby and the dog. 
The light failed quickl~· after the half-ho11r 
and the shadows under the trees and in the 
vine~·ard 'below grew thicker and thicker. 
The light was of the strength of moonlight, 
but a different kind, a weird ghJstlv 
light. Some of our •party got what wa·s 
called the" chook-chook" feeling, and we 
all seemed keyed-np waiting· for the fin<tl. 
It was strange to see the birds that had 
been out gallivanting, suddenly :finding 
night upon them hours ibefore they expect-
ed it. They came fluttering home i.n a gr eat 
hurry, hoping, .presumably, the boss "·ould 
be late. In ~he ':alley below, tl1e jackasses 
started tl~e1r Illght-cry. W ;ii ting for the 
~vonder-mmutes of totality was like wait-
mg for the !birth of the Ne"· Year. 
·Gradn~ll y the crescent of the sn't grP,w 
smaller, JUSt 1before total itv shado\;'s ruf'h-
ecl across the white sheet 'we had spaacl. 
but before we cou ld observe rbem closeh· 
the snn had go11e ont. covet'Pd completd~' 
by ~he !black shadow of the moon. An~l 
so it. 1rns for fonr thrilling minutes-all 
too short a time to see what was to ibe 
seen. The sky deepened to a dark dark 
blne, and like magic all the planet- hashed 
0~1t, Yenns a lmnc:recl timPs hrighte:·; Ju-
piter, ~l e1cnry, Satnrn, Sp:ca. :Jfars, and 
the pomters of the Southern Cross. 'fhen 
the moment the shadow 11·as o,·er, the 
sun's light .behind it flooded ont in the 
beautiful 1Corona . The Corona 1vas bean-
tifnl, 'hnt to me seeme(l most "·onderful 
the rushing 1shadow. First it was like ~ 
darkening of the colonr in the western 
horizon; then it swept up the skY like a 
purple veil spreading ronnd th~ horizon 
till '.he pm'ple met a clear golden colour. 
Du~·rng totality the wind dropped almost 
~ntirely, and the air grew chilly. The 
J~cka!'se;; kept on insisting that it was 
mght. The dog shivered as in fever and 
in. my ~rms the ba'by lay absolutel~· ;tniet, 
with 1big clear eyes fixed on the snn. 
The four minutes fled ·by all too quick. 
ly. As the moon •began to slip off the sun 
we ' rn· the shadow ·band8 racing across 
our sheet· They were abont half an inch 
thick, and separated ·br about ten inches. 
and they seemed to vary. The grca t nur-
ple shadow had covered the skY and then. 
like a rblinding searchlight, 1h.e first tinv 
spot of sun re-appearecl; the stars wen't 
quick].\· iback to •heel, and the fockasse' 
st01pped their Yoice· Everyone beg-an to 
talk, ancl the shadow rnshecl away to the 
East, over the Pacific Ocean. and. "·as off 
the 1rnrld !before we were off the hill. Tn 
1he ecsta 1sy of it all we forgot to use the 
cameras we had set. The next total eclipse 
i.s visi'ble i.n the West Indies. We are tal--
ing onr cameras there. 
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I haYe endeavoured to show you what 
we saw, but the whole thing was too tre-
mendous for words. And now with the ex-
citement gone, but the memory beautiful, 
we have returned to our ordinary life of 
plain clothes and porridge. 
0. T. 
--**--
An Unique History 
OR 
The Tragedy of a Man Who Loved His Wire. 
He "·as not happy. A yral' ago he had 
married a woman, soft-voicecl, well-spoken 
and fair to look upon. And he considered 
his choice a most excrllent one, and him-
self thriceJblessecl. His friends thought 
likewi·se. But now he was not happy. His 
honeymoon had been three weeks of rose 
and ·~ilver, and for the first fe w months 
the matrimonial giugeribread had glistrn-
ed 'bright with is full vrneer of th e 
vaunted gilt. Yet somehow the gildecl 
coating ~eemecl to 1b r wearing ihin; in 
patcl1es the mournful brown was most o!b-
viouslv manifest. Petty misnndcrstancl-
iug~. fa he interpreta tio~s of thoughtless 
phra.,es threatenecl to \Heck completely 
his ll' '1rit[l] bliss. ·whenever he hurt his 
1yife \; feelings with a rare less word her 
pr;<le 1Yonltl not allmY her to listen to his 
explanations. noi· would she hear him 
after the hurt had apparent]~· healed. She 
was not the type that melts into tears 
which may be kissed to smiles. And he, 
snpersensitive too, found much heartache 
in quite innocent o<bservations of hers. 
Altogether their estate 'Was not the happy 
one it shonld have ;been. He knew he lov-
ed her as much as he had ever done, and 
believed that she still loveil. him. And his 
honrs 1Yere consumed in a fruitless seek-
ing after means whereby they conltl steer 
their bark to calmer seas. But with the 
weeks the waters grew more tnr1bnlent. He 
took her home chocolates, trying to please 
her; he mentioned a pretty girl had serv-
ed him. and again the a1pple-cart was 
onr-tnrnecl . He took her to the opera, and 
~h e adored the fat 'baritone; he thought 
of his own ]e(lnness and became grump~'· 
A1toaether he considered life-and especi-
::i.llv ~arriecl life-a devil of a business. 
And then it happened that they went 
to a :Masque Ball. She, pretty at all times, 
looked wonderful in her plain -black enn-
ing clres·s; dinner that evening had been 
h~ppier, and" he felt more at peace "·ith 
the world than he had for many weeks. 
His satisfaction grew as the glamonr of 
the mnsic, and the •poetr~· of the dance e11-
tered his sonl. By the tenth dance, the 
ecstasy of it all was npon him. He took 
his partner to a quiet •seat and felt as he 
did in the care-free cla~'S of hac1'elo"l10ocl. 
In her ear he whi::pered the charm;:; of 
fair women and the lure of the tfonce. ITrr 
<;oft replies caressed his ears and rnng him 
into soul-gladness. He pnt his arm nff1d 
her and spoke his loYe. She pres;;-ed closr1· 
and an. wered in like fashion. He ki,sed 
her and she made no demur. He told li,.. .. 
he was married. She kissrd him and nrgcrl 
him to relate hi;:; history. So he told her 
ho\Y his life 1was unhappy, how the days 
were made grey with ·}Jetty jealousies ancl 
mi•snnderstandings; how he had sought foi· 
a way out and had found nolle. ~e told 
her that his wife was the most delightful 
person of •God's creation, that he l~ved 
her and 1believed he had at last conce1Yed 
a plan that would make the sun to shi~e 
again and give iback the gladness. to their 
lives. And he held her close and lnssed her 
in a great ipa1ssion. Ever returning his 
embraces, she suggested that they should 
unmask and kiss once more. He thought 
they should, and she, lifting her mask, held 
up her li1ps. Blank, colourles-; .dismay 
flooded his face as he rose to his feet · 
"Why so suddenly cold," Phe said with 
bitterness '' vou kissed me, ~'On tol<l me 
you loved' m~, and confi~ed to me all the 
worries your wife has given yon. Wh~· so 
cold now1'' 
"lVIadam," he replied. "I hate yon. 1 
thought you were my wife." 
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Scents. 
"See Yenice and die," says the idealist: 
"Smell Naples and die," is the retort of 
the cynic, from which we may conclude 
that the odours characteristic of the last 
city are not, as the reader might su<ppose, 
like unto the aromati c perfnmrs of Aralbia 
and the blooming rose, but verily and in-
deed nnpleasant, of an nnpleasantness 
that repels our finer spirits. Ca!cnHa, tra-
Yellers say, has ncarl,\' ten different 
smells, severally distinct, and all unpleas-
ing ! ~fay they grow fainter. 
"Tout parfum est fee,'' said Coppee.-
all scent is 'bewitched. Some peo-
ple ma,- ·be indifferent to music , but 
those nnaffecte<l by odor',; are rare in-
deed. A breath of p~rfume brings instant-
]~- hcfore our vi,ion past ,;cenes ,,·ith all 
tlirir 1rnin or 1pleasnrr. Kiplin<.!,' recognised 
1his \\'hen he wrote: " Srnc>l 1s arc surer 
than sounds and ,.,.jghts, to mal<r the heart 
st1·iug-~ cr:1ck . . , From CPrtain odor,; "·e re-
coil instinctivel~-, not bcea11,.;e the.'' 1:rr in-
trinsicall~· unpleasant. hu t br r,a usc of th r 
associations they rceall; "·hil e othe!'s, per-
11aps mrnttrartive to onr fell ow ... , p os•ess 
a iwculiar fascination for us. The recog-
nition of a perfnme is practically instan-
taneous, as is the picture it conjures up. It 
is like suddenly glimpsing a familiar face 
in a passing crowd. 
Such is my idealistic trend of thought , 
however, that I dislike to talk of odours 
which are not sweet, and meet for my 
lady's dressing-ta:ble. And ~o I w~ll tell of 
scent, of perfume. of odours farnt, yet 
-clinging some of which have for me t!1e 
dearest and most delightful of associa-
tions. 
The use of ,S'\Yeet-smelling substances ap-
pears to haYe originated in religious wor-
-ship, to which service they were for some 
time wholly consecrated. an<l it is from 
Persia that we first hear of them. The car-
aYan which carried .Joseph captive into 
E"YPt was engaged in this traffic be-
t,;~en the latter country and Persia. Alex;-
:ander the Great, after his defeat of Dan-
ns found in the latter's camp great trea-
:Su~·e of perfumes and precious salves. 
Among the ,Jews such material \\·a ~ <'Oll-
secrated to the church, and in th~ Bi·hle 
several passages occur where theY are re-
buked h:· their prophets for using them 
upon the person. Si\Yeet bak1rn-; <1 nd 
g-unis are frequently mention ed in the 
life of onr SaYiour. At His birth. fr ank-
incC'nse was offl'red Him ih~· the \Vi.; e ::\Ien. 
later ~Tar\· annointed his frrt \Yith pre-
cious ointment, and after His erncifixion 
.Toseph of Arimathea placecl His 1)0<1:· in 
the tonl'b \Yith balm ancl .. qyeet ,;pice.;. It 
was this custom \Yhi ch originated our 
\Yonl '· em1ba]m. ·' 
The Greeks alway<; descri~w<l thrir· 
Gods as being redolent of amhrosia, a1Hl, 
according to their m)·tl1ology, man \rnnld 
lrnvr had no knowlC'<lge of perfurnrs hacl 
it not ibeen for the imli,.;eretion of Oeon-
onC'. rne of the 11ymphs of Ye1111:<. ,\s earl~' 
as 300 B.C' .. ,-\pnolonins wrote a treatise 
npon perfumes, in which he srwaks of e"-
senre of iris . a11d othPn. mentioning the 
localities pro.clnring the fine:'t q11 tlit~-. The 
Athenians even hn<l s1wcial perfum es for 
Yarions parts of the ho<l~·-nalm oil for 
the cherks ancl breast, mint foi· the arm~ . 
marjoram oil for the hair an<l e.-ehro\\··0 
thvme for the neck and chin, 'bnt the odour 
of. the violet was prized most highl .' · ll\' 
them, even as it is with us at the pn·se11t 
dav. The nsr of perfumes hecamr surh n 
cr~ze that the perfume "hops of Athens 
were the general rendezYous , \\·here mat-
ters of state were discussed, fa ~hi 0· 
talked over, anc1 ;;;tories exchange<]. 
At fashiona:ble enterta inmcnt-; the 
rooms were often perfnmecl. arnl occ asion-
allv trained doves, wl1ose "· ing~ had be en 
JH~Yiously "·ettecl with the most delightfnl 
essenees, "·ere allO\Ye<l to fly about, the 
vi1bration of theil' wings raining perfnme 
down upon the healhl of the a 0 sernhle rl 
gnests. Solon finally proposed a la\Y re-
stricting the sale of perfumes, so that none 
should be sold to men, at lea"t: and So-
crates ·bitterl~· complained became the 
slave and freeman, when perfnmecl, s111:' J. 
exactly alike .. 
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From Greece, the nse of pel'fumes tra-
velled to Rome, where it was similarly 
-abused. Thus, it is said that Nero, at the 
funeral of his wife, Poppaea, nsed more 
perfnmes than all A raibia then fnrnished 
]n a whole year. Plinv raised his voice 
against such 'excrssive ;1se, and nncler the 
Consul r~icinius Cn1~sm; a law was pass-
ed restricting the use of perfume sulb-
, tances. so that the •chnrches shonld not 
lack. It is amusing to read that Plancus. 
proscrihed 1w the triumvirs anc1 pursued 
lw their soldier. , took refngr in a cave, 
b;1t his hiding place was betra~·i>cl by the 
perfume issuing therefrorn. 
The overthrow of Rome oblitera!ecl the 
commrrce of Europe, and perfnmes disap-
pearecl from the Continent until ,hronght 
'back bv the ::\Ioors from Araibia. In this 
latter c'ountrv, theit· nse had ne,·er ceased, 
.and whole di~ti-icts were devoted to rais-
ing flo"·rrs for this sole pnrpose. The 
"hlack-eYed 110nris" of the Koran were 
not to co'nsist of ordinary flesh and 1ilooc1, 
1rnt · ·of purest musk.'' 'fhe Arabian ph~rsi­
cian Avicenna. in the tenth eentnry, prac-
iisell the art .of distilling perfnmecl wa-
ters; and in the twelfth crntury rose wa-
ter, and possibly othe1's also, Wf\8 avail-
able in large amonnt, for on the entr? of 
8alacli11 into .Jernsalem, in 11:J7, the "·alls 
of the ::\Iosqne of Omar h1Hl 1hern prrvi-
om;l~- "·ashed "·ith it. 
l<'rom tl1e settlements of the Moor;;, the 
nsr of perfumes ,1pref\c1 to France, where 
it ~oon hecame general and lavish, reach-
ing its c1imax at the court of Louis XY., 
"·he1·r the ro)·al rooms "·rre perfurnell 
eal·h lla~- with a cliffrrent odonr. and "·here 
it was deemed an act of gallantry for a 
courtier to use the favourite perfume of 
the lady he courted, just a•s the knight 
carried his lady's colours. 
Perfumes are said ~ have been intro-
duced into England lby the Count of Ox-
ford, who ~wought some from Italy in the 
:fifteenth year of the reign of Queen Eliza-
beth, and their use appears to haYe been 
carried to extremes there alRo, for in 1770 
the Engliish Parliament passed a Jaw 
which provided that ''any woman, of 
whatsoeYer rank, profession, or condition, 
girl, woman, or widow, wlto, subsequent 
to the date of this Act, shall deceive, en-
tice, or influence to marriage- any of Her 
1\fajesty's subjects by the aid of Perfumes, 
'False Hair, High Heels, shall lbf' srnbject 
to the same ·penalty as that now in force 
against sorcery, and the marriage ·shall be 
declared void and of no effect ... 
To-clay the use of perfumes has spreacl 
over the world, and has extended to <111 
classes of the comnrnnity, "·ith <1 steadil~' 
i11creaRing demand. Tt has given 1bil'th to 
an independent and important ic1nst1·:-, re-
gulated mainl.v, it is true, h)' fashion and 
the taste of the consnme1·, bnt "·hieh nev-
ertheless gives em1ployment to thousand» 
of men, "·omen, and children, urges on 
the botanistR to search for new plants con-
taining odoriferous oils or resins, hnsie-' 
the engineer with clevising new machin-
ery for their extraction, and give.s to the 
chemist the fascinating prolhlem of de-
termining the composition of these per-
fumes and of reproducing or imitating 
ibem in his la'boratory. 
[Adapted.1 
--**--
COQUETRY. 
The blue gum tree looks rather prim, 
But yet the wattle smiles at him 
She spreads her little skirt of leaves 
And dances in the evening breeze. 
She dips and curt.sies all the while, 
And saves for hi.m her charming smile, 
'Vhile other trees she passes by. 
But they all know the reason why. 
The gum looks on as pleased can be, 
He's quite conceited, you can see. 
Of course WE know (HE doesn't yet)-
That wattle tree's a plain coquette. 
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A Geology Conglomerate. 
"It's the same the whole world over, 
It's the Doc who gets the fame, 
It's the Studes who do the labour, 
Isn't it a bleeding shame?" 
-Campfire Dirge. 
This little dirge contains a philosophy 
applicable to more than a geology camp. 
In fact it is unfair to state that the ma-
jority of studes view the camp in this 
light. The week's stay in the wilder-
ness among the burrs, where the tem-
perature is below freezing point, is a 
novelty and an experience to many, and 
this year's camp up on Lord John 
Swamp, Warwick, was no exception. 
From the geological standpoint the 
area is interesting, and appears rather 
complex to the casual student, but the 
Doc. and his partner know the area 
backwards, and any doubts on the stu-
dent's part were soon set at rest. 
The advance party left Brisbane early 
one morning, and landed in Warwick a 
few hours after mid-day. With an hour 
to spare before boarding the Silverwood 
mail the majority of the party sallied 
forth to view Warwick. 
Comment is superfluous! Warwick 
is a dusty little place, and about on par 
with red mud Toowoomba. Strange to 
relate, most of the little parties all ended 
up at the same spot- not Allman's, as 
you would think, but the Bowling 
Green. It was a treat to watch "Young 
Rozzer " send them down with the 
speed of Jack Gregory and the twist of 
Arthur Mailey. Joe and Mucky were 
enthralled, and had to be almost drag-
ged back to the train! Perhaps it was 
Kitty who caused their interest. 
Silverwood was reached somewhere 
near 5 o'clock. Unloading of baggage 
and a hearty supper followed. The main 
portion of the party spent the night in 
the goods shed, whilst others preferred 
the station's waiting room, or a tent. In 
the morning the baggage had to be 
loaded on to the waggon, and the party 
set out for the final objective some 8 
or 9 miles away. The guide was the 
trusted Bung, but he apparently thought 
that there was a barrel at the end of 
the journey, for after covering the 
first half mile he was well out of sight. 
However, by dint of good scout craft, i.e. 
following the road, the objective was 
reached abou.t 11 a.m. The commis-
sariat arrived, a few hours later. By 4 
p.m. the landscape had a decidedly 
homely touch about it, and nine tents 
were ready fer occupation. It was a 
weary party that greeted the rear guard 
as they rolled up in their " Lizzie," and 
it was a much wearier crowd that went 
to bed among the burrs to dream of the 
feather bed at home. 
The first trip was to the famed :Mul-
lin's Paddock, where the fossils abound. 
When the Doc. started to discourse on 
Eurydesma and her mates Strophalosia 
and Spirifer the old hands stifled a 
yawn and tried to look learned , but the 
Freshers stood amazed and thought 
that the poor man had been out late 
and was speaking of young damsels . 
When he started to knock the rocks 
about and pick out specimens, their 
amazement turned to astonishment and 
they thought another Nicola had ar-
rived! 
At night a camp fire lighted up our 
tented village, and everybody sat round, 
amusing themselves as best they couli. 
Saturday saw the party over on the 
Condamine, looking for Trachypora or 
gold that was not. The braver per-
formed their ablutions, which up to this 
time had been rather limited owing to 
the lack of water. The night again 
saw the camp fire and the social activi-
ties of camp really started. Individual 
items in the form of songs, recitations, 
jokes, etc., were the order of the night. 
Sunday was an off day and one did as 
one pleased. The more assiduous car-
.eered over the distant hills enjoying the 
scenery, but the majority were to be 
found at home. At night the party were 
the guests of our neighbours along the 
road, and showed that they were versed 
in jazz as well as in things scientific. 
Monday saw us digging up cherty 
shales and studying faulting, folding and 
other geological formations as seen in 
the field. One young person of the 
weaker sex endeavoured to measure the 
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line of strike by means of the formula 
S-t gt2, reckoning g at 32, but the time of 
fall was so short that no watches could 
be found to record it. The experiment 
was not repeated. The dinkum oil 
about Maxwell's ghostly light was also 
told to many during the morning walk, 
but whether any of the hearers had 
nightmare at night the writer is unable 
to say. At night the social activities 
were continued around the camp fire. 
Inter-tent parodies formed the theme. 
Owing to a misunderstanding there 
were only four starters, the two wo-
men's tents and the two men's. The 
parodies were quite up to those of for-
mer years, and caused much merriment. 
The adjudicator was hard pressed, and 
asked for a repeat between the two 
women's tents for first position, and 
between the men for third. The camp 
sleight of hand expert also helped the 
evening alcng by puzzling us with card 
tricks. The general opinion was that 
he was wasting his time cracking rocks. 
Tuesday was perhaps the most inter-
esting day of all, for the party visited 
the Elbow copper mine, the Warwick 
marble patch, and the Warwick granite; 
all these places have been before the 
public in recent years. The marble 
patch has been credited by newspapers 
as near Toowoomba. The surface out-
crop is fairly extensive, but the coarse-
ness of the grain, its colour and its 
position are against profitable working 
at the present tir:.Je. L'p among the 
granite are sc·me large waterfalls, but 
the present dry spell has reduced them 
to mere trickles. 
At night the studes were hosts to our 
neighbours, and to a party of visitors 
from Warwick; the occasion was mark 
ed by a fancy dress and jazz band car-
nival. Camp is a place where lat-
ent ideas come forth, and the costumes 
at night were a revelation. Maxwell's 
ghost, a Scottish chief, a blushing bride 
and an Egyptian lady were adjudged to 
be the pick of the bunch. Others repre-
sented the Vikings, Esquimaux, Angels, 
Scouts, Bakers, etc. One tent sallied 
forth as a Highland band. The writer 
has doubts about the Scotties' declara-
tion that it was not cold. The jazz 
bands were real and original, and the 
instruments ranged from violins and 
wash-up dishes to kazoos and vertibrae. 
of dead cows. The bands were judged 
by the suitability of their jazz music for 
dancing, which took place on the dusty 
sward. Our Nicola and our songsters. 
also lent a willing hand to pass away the 
hours. 
Wednesday was our last day in camp,. 
and in consequence the trip was short, 
Mullin's paddock being the rendezvous. 
The party lunched at home, and after 
lunch prepared to pack. The night 
was spent idly. Some of the party 
returned to Warwick, while others 
lounged around the fire or turned in. 
Somewhere in the neighbourhood of 
midnight one was awakened by the · 
sound of running feet, and the hushed 
buzz of human voices. Suddenly a 
voice: " Come on, get up, the raid is 
en." What followed in the next few 
hc·urs will go down in camp history. 
It appears that the right flank had start-
ed an offensive against the centre and 
left flank. In the midst of the fray one 
perceived the Scottish chief dealing out 
death to all and sundry. The attacked 
reformed their lines cf communication 
and he cl a hurried council of war. 
I-icwever, no counter attack was mad3, 
so the sentries were withd··awa. By 
the light of day the b:tttle area looked 
pretty woeb3gc·ne, but official com-
muniques stated that there were no 
casualties. 
Reveille was at 5 a.m., and breakfast 
at 7, and by 10 the camp was br::>ken 
and the party on the road to Warwick. 
Many humorous incidents occurred 
in camp, but space is limited. Who can 
answer where the pineapple and ra-
tions went to? Perhaps they vanished 
like Nicola's ducks at the theatre. Then 
the camp romances. These gave much 
amusement to the "also rans." The 
Romeos and Juliets made hay while the 
sun shc·ne, and we were blessed with 
the whole issue of lcve, courtship, mar-
riage, and divorce in the short space of 
a week. However, everything was not 
hc·ney and sugar, for one day our hearts 
neariy stopped-Romeo had left Juliet 
for good. But by nightfall everything 
was again normal, and our pent up feel-
ings were let loose in three hearty 
cheers for the blushing pair, and every 
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other 1pair that happened along. At 
night the camp's sky pilot was to unite 
the happy Romeos and Juliets. Two 
unwilling pairs were safely negotiated, 
but the bridegroom for the third cere-
mony suddenly remembered an engage-
ment elsewhere and left his Juliet 
rather hurriedly. How could you Joe! 
Before concluding these notes the 
writer would like to record the camp's 
appreciation of our chaperone's supper 
party. 
Thanks "Cec." You are a sport. 
---::::::---
THE SONG. 
The cold, white .moon has silvered all the hill; 
And soft, a song 
Creeps down the wind, 
And sighs alonr.; 
The vale to find 
An answer--'but the vale is still. 
It is a plaintive song, a lonely son--;, 
Played by wind-fingers 
On pine-hanps tall; 
The music lingers, 
As its sweet call 
Goe3 seeking, seeking, all night long. 
--~.E.R . 
ANDESITE. 
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Confessions of a Bad Man. 
Oprn confession, it has brrn said, is 
good for the soul but 1bad for the reputa-
tion. The real facts of the matter are. it 
is perhaps nnllecessanr to state, (]Uite the 
reverse. Thr conscience in it,, customary 
state of apathetical languor imagines 
itself nnafble to SU'pport miaidrd a secret 
that is nndnlv onerorns, and dreams in its 
foll)r that th~ bnrclt-n is lightened when 
the secret is share<l. Tn other ·worcls, it is 
a source of the greatest delight to us to 
succeed in J1lacing our troubles on other 
people's 1shoulders; nothing is so comfort-
ing as the kno-wledge that others are af-
flicted with the same pain, mental or 
physical, as that 1111cler ·which w·e labour 
ourselves. The singular joy we experience 
in the misfortunes of onr frientls relieves 
our own ~arrows. Tbe spectacle of a 
son I unhampered bY worry ancl free from 
the onus of a troubling secret arom;es in 
us a 11emon of jealousy who seld0m -;]reps: 
we burn in our envv to disturlb rudely 
the sp1·enit~· of tl1is being ·whose freedo~ 
from such cares "·e so ardentl~r desire. 
We approach; we hesitate. perhaps, a 
moment. to break a peace that we would 
prize so highly were it ours; we smile 
'!it onr weakness. and confide. And so it is 
done. Having no cares of his ovv11, those 
of others perturb him; the tiny cloud on 
the horizon threatens to become a storm 
tliat "·ill overwhelm his pleasure craft. 
for the sight of miser~r in other·s, though 
clelrctable and mirth-proYoking. always 
a'rnkens in us the recognition that we 
are ourselYe<; subject to the same mis-
haps. Liwl~· apprehensions are his hence-
forth; " ·e smile at our success and retire, 
while the little demon also smiles and 
colillposes himself'to 1sleep, knowing his 
dominion over us now has even securer 
foundation than !before. 
The a'bove is, of course, assault pre-
meditated; it is not always thus. '!'here 
are to lbe found some weak-minded peorple 
who would shrink from an act such as I 
have described; these are the unconscious, 
or rather the unintentional, disturlbers of 
tl1e peace. Their mind refuses to support 
anv longer the strain that reserve would 
" 
impose on it. A peculiar hysteria takes pos-
session of them; they must srpeak. Even 
did the confession work their ruin, silence 
were nevertheless a bnrden too great to 
be borne. Like that of the criminal in Ed-
gar Poe's story, their tongues would ar-
ticulate in spite of themselves. All this 
would be lbut a srvbject for the •flincerest 
comm~seration did their confessions con-
cern themselves alone; 1mhappi1~r this is 
not so. The~· are afflicted with the gift of 
tongues. A loquacity that knows few lim-
its is their bane. They possess in the 
highest degyee that simian g-arrulit\' . 
which, in addition to their other failings , 
was once the i<liosn1crasv of the fair ,;ex 
alone, but which n~w is i:apidly 'becoming· 
characteristic of both sexe . . 
aetas parentum peior avis tulit 
nos neq uiores, mox claturos 
pro·geniem vi tiosiorem. 
Thus is IIora·ce like eYerv man to-dav. 
We 1Still have the same sl~gan, we sti0ll 
believe the same old t1'adition: we are nM 
what our fathers were. In spite of this, 
every one will agree that the modern ten-
dency to1warcls gossip in every form is n11-
precedentecl in any age. 
In the fnture, undoubtedly, the task of 
finding a treatment for thi disease <will 
exercise the facuJtie,s o"f the most eminent 
alienists- When the Council of Ten 
presided over the fortunes of Yenice 
many and '"arious were the antidotes in 
use; to-clay, unfortunately, the art has 
been lost. · 
We must admit then that this confiding 
of 1secrets and trou'bles is due in the main 
to one of two causes,-to a pern~cious and 
reprehensilble desire to clistmfu the peace 
of others, or to that noxious dise::1se which 
is becoming so widely prevalent. It ap-
pears evident that the defence of such a 
custom, based on the grounds that it eases 
the soul, holds very little water. On the 
contrary, ex hnmili potens, fathered lby 
base motives, it is to be most strongly 
deprecated. 
The statement that it produces a dele-
terious effect on the reputation 'becomes 
mere nonsense if viewed from the correct 
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.angle; if it affected the reputation in any 
way it would enhance it. There is no one 
-but doubts a man who confrsses to have 
ibeen a roue in hi;.; youth: it is a confes-
sion made with apparent reluctance, ibut 
the pO'\rer of making it with l1onesty 
>Yould .afford us all the deepest satisfac-
tion. 'l'his anomaly is in al I prnbaibility 
caused 1by the belief that every 'rnman 
de.sires to 1become possessed of a man 
whose notorious past will throw an added 
lustre on her, trusting that in the reflect-
ed glon· of his splendid presence she 
may be permitted to 1bask contented, '·the 
cynosure of neighbouring e~·es.'' This 
undenia:hly well-founded belief thus 
iproves a mixed blessing, for a man's claim 
to what every other man desires to pos-
sess is given · but scant consideration. Tn 
like manner people are char.v of putting 
a child-like faith in the word of a person 
who reveals a lurid past that is speciall.'· 
unsavoury. for they concei,·e it not in 
hnman nature to admit an~·thing that 
might injure one's wrll-1being. According-
]~· the~· read the notice sceptical]~-. e011-
fide to their friends that there's a cateh 
·somewhere, and retreat still don'bting. 
T am quite convinced that everyone will 
unhesitatingly sulhscribe to the opinions I 
ha ,.e expressed. Confessions, we ha Ye 
seen, are in general but the expression of 
some of our lower instinct,s, and for this 
reason many rworthy 1people would have 
few qualm£ in agitating for their removal 
from the procedure of polite societ)' as 
laid down by pre•ent convention. It is to 
be feared that this drastic step \YOuld 
most certainly prove a'bortive, :ince con-
fessions are an epidemic that "·ill take 
some time to die out. This disease assumes 
various forms, some simple, somr complex 
-the modem autobiography and memoirs 
are but offshoots from this deadly night-
shade; pro curia innrsiqne mores! How-
ever. let us use such confessions to the 
1best. advantage while the.v are \\·ith ns; 
let 11,.; emplo~· them with caution and due 
re~traint. so that with prac:ticr 1\'C ma~· 
sneeeed in raising onr isocial ;;tatns. and 
in lowering that nf our riYals, ·being alway:o. 
subtle in se lf-glorification and moder:J tr 
in aibnr;e of others. tlrn t an air of plausi-
bility may be im11arted unto onr words 
-Q.E.D. 
--**--
AVALOL· 
Every day your memories stray, 
To exams when Profs. their ,havoc play; 
And when the week approaches, 
Your heart it hath reproaches, 
For two short terms that seemed to fade 
away. 
L isten! 
Don't pin your faith in alcohol, 
And •booze away; 
You'll find the fumes of alcohol, 
Will come to stay. 
Though then you dream M alcohol, 
From dusk till dawn, 
Think now that you will chuck it all, 
E'en though forlorn. 
If still you feel the wrekhed .strain, 
That .press6·s hard upon your 'feverish 
brain, 
And when the pain is galling, 
You feel the sudden calling, 
Of alcohol, your dear 1beloved, again. 
Remember! 
I,f stew vac. came in alcohol, 
It would not stay; 
The va'c . would seem the shortest time, 
And sail away; 
And though you drealllled of alcohol, 
To hunt a fear, 
Best find some grit to dare it all, 
Sans e'en one beer. 
URGIBR. 
EPIT,APH. 
In memory of poor old G-
Who went to the Morgue for tea, 
And was quite overcome 
By the terrible hum 
Of an a111cient defunct stingaree. 
P.O.E. 
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Wrinkles. 
I haYe given much thought to this scb-
ject, and, I must confe;;:', it is one that h:l.; 
often caused me the drepest anxiet~· and 
perturbation. 'l'he \ni11kles I de1l wi ' h 
are those general!,,- regJnled as faci1l 
blemishes; 1 touch not l"pon \nin kle.;; a:; 
undrrstood lby some to mean hints or 
advice. 
The phrenologi~t "·ill tell us that char-
acter may 'be read b:- thr conformation of 
the :-knll; to others, the e.n's are the mir-
rors of the soul; for others ag·-iin thr 
cl1aracter is denoted by the general ex-
pression, and in this \\Tinkle . .; 1plav no 
mean part. Wrinkles on the forehead 
are invaria1bl~· misleading. Beholding a 
man of veneraible aspect, of studious mien, 
of bo\ved shoulders, and forehe:icl thickl~· 
scored \Yith horizontal lines. \Ye exclaim, 
"Brhol<l a student!" \Yher ras in reality 
tho~e deep-cnt furro\\·s are 1he result of 
that snpercilion,; lif1 of the e:ve1brom; so 
• rnueh in favour among profe,sors 1rnc1 
members of the medical fraten1it:· as au 
effrrti.-e method of reproof to pre~nmp­
tnous questioners: the.'· rnay eYen be 
cauf'ed bv the continual rrmov:•I anc1 
replacem~nt of pince-nez. Such ean,.;e·.;. 
being so often the o'lwionsly conect one~, 
are generally entirrly overlookeL1, <H11l to 
the posse•sor of a corrngate11 1b1·ow ,,.e 
impnte the possession of learning als0. 
Such \\Tinkles may occ;asionall~' denote the 
thinker, but as criteria they are nci more 
to he trusted than bernty. At the same 
time the smooth unwrinkied forehead too 
often marks the imbecile or moron. Bei11g 
1Yise in our generation, and desirous of 
snbm:.:;sion on the part of our wives unto 
om admittedly snnerior intellectual attain-
ments, '"e naturally choose a woman who 
think,, even less th,an the majority of her 
sex, and take as our partne:· a damsel of 
ing·ennou~ countenance, and brc.\Y as fair 
and >;mooth as a 'billiard lball. Women. 
obedient to their lords, affirm themselves 
quite in accord with this, ancl endeavonr 
with a high degree of success to maintain 
an admiralble blankness of mind as com-
ip1ete as is compatilble with sanit:-. We 
must admit, though, that snavity of con-
tour and purity of outline, typified by the-
circle and ellipse, are charm . .; that would 
be damaged irredeemalbly by wrinkles , 
1Yhile a Blue Stocking ::unong women is 
so:nething· that excites not pity nor yet 
ridicule, but a. mixture of the two: it 
r eminds ns of a hen trying to swim. ' 
Then there are the vertical lines be-
bnen the brows, gen era lh- reg:wcled as 
t:·pif~·ing lbad temper, 1bnt more often tha11 
no! peculiar to tho1"e given to fits of ab-
straction, or as th~ Frenrh \Yould saY of 
1·r<'11eillement. I ha\'e heard it 1~~i11-
tainec1 that no mrn is wholly 'ost 1Yho has 
arruncl his eyes that fine n~twork o'f ti1ff 
wrinkles, cri~s-crossing each other, which 
some say denotes linmonr: 1nlh thi-; rhe,- · 
ranlz "·hat the:- call the humorous twitch 
at the corners of the mouth. heartles;;;lv 
characterised by othe1·s <l~ the i1woltrntar'_v 
g·esticulations of :-;t. \'it us· Dan ce· 
The prrrise signiticanep of the two 
t1eeply-scored lim, from eithel' side of the 
nose to the corner., of tltr mot·th is uncer-
triin. V,Torr,\', some a.-scrr, is re;.;ponsihlr ; 
thi;.; may Le. b11t it is eqnallv true that a 
conti1111al clisip!a.1· of the i,-~,.,. i« pro-
ductive of tlw same resnlt. Lawyers. it 
wi'I he fomHl 011 01bservation. i~enerally 
possess these l i11es: n11rest1·ai11erl 1·olnl)tn-
aries a11c1 lib ertin~s a~,:o hea1· 011 1 l':·i r 
faces sn c li marl· i of their exce ' 'es. 
'l'l">en therr Hre \Yl'inkles 011 ,·ome fac '. 
maybr, that we have helpecl to clefinP 
more slrnrnl~·-fine \Yrin1':lrs on faces li kr 
pale old iYorY, fra~rant as lavender. inev- . 
pre;:s:ibh· cear. These 1n wonld not wish 
remoYed. There are many, too. on 1rnnds, 
transparent, toil-worn, and 'blue veined, 
the more 1precious because of them. Such 
wrinkles are chai11's. forged 'by time and 
the fairies. 'binding us tighter. 
Wrinkles appear, or rather exist, in nn-
exnected places; some are invisible, others 
unlbJt-,shingly affront the public eye; some 
are concealed by clothes and art. others 
are made the more apparent b:v such. Pre-
suma'bl~' those referred to in a rather 
coar>'e saying current some time ago: 
"Well. when you've all filled your 
wrinkles, I vote we get a move on"-are 
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not ones that are the out\rnrd and visible 
signs of an inward and ph~·sical satisfac-
tion; they are esoteric indicators. 
I 
Nearly eYer:r \Yoman has a hatred for 
wrinkles of any kind; they are to her the 
first few of Time's messengers announcing· 
in low but unmistaka'ble tones that her 
reign of 1beanty is passing. 1\'I:any women 
spend more time oYer their wrinkles than 
oYer their balbies. All the art of the beauty 
specialist with her creams is reciuisitione~l 
to help ward off, be it for never so shr)l't a 
time, the insidious advance of age. Vanity 
of vanities, saith the preacher, all is van-
ity. 'l'rue ! Let women resign themselves, 
for Time is kind to those who have not 
aJbused his gifts, bnt cruel to "·homsoever 
shall "·ithstancl his approach h~· the aid of 
the rouge pot, nor indeed may he be hin-
dered; it is only true during his first 
attacks that 
"Little: grains of powder, little daibs of paint, 
MakQ a woman's wrinkles look as though 
they ain't." 
Q.E.D. 
- -·**--
ON WISE DRINKING. 
Being a disconnected homily delivered to 
the writer, 1when a callow youth, by a "swag-
gie" of mature aspe•ct and sophisticated mien, 
who asked for, and got, a "lHt" along a 
certain very hot and dusty bush road. 
(With veiled apologies to Brnt Harte). 
Dan! That's my name. 
Don't ask what's the rest. 
·when a man's at this game, 
Hi.s name is no test 
Of his qualifications 1to siwanow 
A gallon or two of the best. 
Beer! Strike me pink! 
I've drunk in my time 
Many species 01f drink; 
And now, in my prime, 
(I'm seventy~two come Novamiber) 
I know the 'best drink for this 
clime. 
Dry! Look here lad, 
I've been on the track 
When the drought 1was .so bad 
That me tongue s1welled up tblack, 
And I hadn't a drink ,for a fortnight 
-Me swa.g 1weighed a ton on me 
ba·ck. 
Hot! spare me days! 
I've "humped it" out West 
In the sizzling hot blaze 
Of the sun at his 'best; 
When the heat drives a :feller halif 
crazy-
The dust and the flies do the rest. 
I 
Often I've drunk 
When "pushed" for a drink 
From holes that I've sunk 
Not stopping to think 
That the ooze that I scooped at was 
rotten 
-You know, son, how dead !bul-
locks stink! 
Sick? Are you lad? 
I won't tell <th e worst; 
You'll guess that I've had 
For allayin' my thirst 
Some fairly atrocious couroctions-
The stuff that J'ye g·uzzled and 
cursed! 
Life? What is life? 
It's se'l' rets are hid. 
-But men in the: strife 
All do what I clicl 
Each time tha:t I Wied my old billy 
A ncl scooped the scum oH the lid! 
Well, as I've said 
I've drunk 1many drinks; 
From water that's dead 
And heavy with stinks, 
To Moet and Hock that is sparkling, 
The bright 'beaded lbubible tha:t 
winks. 
.... All drinlks on earth, 
!From far and near, 
In sorrow and mirth, 
In company queer, 
And out on the track with Matilda .• 
-Yet none 01f them pleases like-
1beer. 
Beer! That's its name! 
I reckon a man 
That don't drink the same 
Whenever he can-
He ought to wear skirts, he's a 
'woman! 
--<And that's the opinion of Dan! 
-INKY. 
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'Varsity Vanitie~. 
TO A GAR'J'ER 
Let prudes condemn thee, Garter, flashing 
bright 
And tinselled in thy silken ecstasy, 
Soft po.sed and ever fair in al1 men's sight. 
Let prudes condemn the gent1y curved knee 
That thou adornest with tny fragrant folds 
Of fiower-embroidered ri·banu; Jet them fr0<wn ! 
Despite their contumely, thy eLrntic holds 
And stops the Holeproof stocking slipping 
down. 
Smile on, rebellious garter, take nu heed 
Orf hooting owls and barking dogs and all, 
To rounded cal'f thou art a present need; 
For should suspen,der snap, t•he hose must 
fall. 
Besides, thou keep'st the stocking's seam in 
place, 
And well deservest men should see thy face. 
- BEDLADONNA. 
---o---
'1'0---
0 thou wert fair and wert my soul's deJi,ght, 
:\Iy comfort in distress. my chiefest joy; 
Thou lendedst charm and glamour to the 
night 
And still'~lst the Ilea rtadrn of the day's an-
noy. 
Thine ala.baster body, baby so.ft, 
Vibrant in youth and vernal su1btelty 
Close to my heart, full many a time and 01it 
Was closely .pressed in passion's e'cstasy. 
And oh! the yearnings in my heart to feel 
Again my lips upJn thee, breathe thy breath 
Of pearl and fragrant silver. and to steal 
A last and long-held eloquent kiss of death. 
But thou art gone! Ah! no! I'll have thee 
yet! 
"Say, Costa, sixpence; Capstan cigarette!" 
-BELLADONNA. 
---0---
TO MARIE. 
Marie-with the sparkling eyes, 
Marie---with the dancing •feet, 
Let us make a compromise: 
You may take my heart as prize 
For one kiss, solft, sweet. 
Marie-with the merry !face, 
Marie-laughing all the while, 
You will all my homage earn, 
If You'll give me in return 
One swift, happy, smile. 
Marie-:-with the red, red lips, 
l\fane-slilm and sweet and small, 
If you'll not give smile or kiss, 
What I warn you then is this-
I shall take you all. 
-N.E.R. 
AX UTTERA.i"\'CE. 
To die! All the yearnings orf a pent-up soul 
· Are come to this. 
Sa-cl mus!c fills the leaden atmosphere, 
And I, like to Prometheus feel !bound 
'l'o earth, which all my senses ache to leave 
'behind, 
That my sad soul may sink to sweet oblivbn 
Wrapt in the dew of evening. 
Heaven! Providelllce ! God! Ah! but let 
me go 
No more to' think. 
Mad, wild , ecstatic strains are te·1ring all 
My heart-strings. Oh! the deathfiil dame 
P·resided o'er by ghouls; strange ~ascinat:o!1~ 
I tri·p, I twirl, I fiy fantastical!;. 
Mad, merry death, 'tis thee I c.:>urt 
Gome, dance with me. 
Ghouls, madder. merrier, shrieks-oh! 
---0---
'l'HJ<J l!~A'rl<J 01•' THl<J "l\.:'\l"'I'." 
"It is said that the ·knut' is dying out. 
Censure and ridicule have been hurled against 
him. and in America an Anti-Effeminacy 
League has •been started. Bobbing the hair, 
Je w collars and powdering the face are some 
of the things for which the League imposes 
s·pecial fines."----;-"Daily i\lail." 
Uncle Sam! lJn<' le Sa.m ! (though you don't 
.give a ciamn) 
Sure 'ti8 cruel and heartless you'\·e been: 
You've roblbecl those poor guys of forget-me-
not ties. 
On lo.w collars you 're not at all keen . 
You've· denied them the joy orf a waist-coat 
de soie 
(Even poiwcler in :-.<ew York's talboo). 
Ai1d to wea1r maroon socks with vermilion 
·c lO!cks 
Is a thing only dared •by a few. 
Bob your hair! E•ob your hair! ·was the cry· 
over there 
In New York 1but a short time ago; 
Uncle Srum, you stepped in, 'mid the joy and 
the din, · 
And you've spread dire disorder and woe. 
Now hair is cut short, plain pyjamas are· 
SOU'ght 
At th' expense of the jazz-coloured stock; 
And no pink socks are seen, but a modest 
demean-
our stamps those 1who parade on the· 
"Block." 
Uncle Saro! Uncle Sam! (though you don't. 
give a damn) 
'Tis one-sided you are. It's a shame! 
If coquettes ibob their hair, turn dark into· 
fair 
Why the' h-11 can't the knut do the same? 
-BENO .. 
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NOCTURNE. 
There was a sound of revelry by night, 
And old South Brisbane's City Hall was well 
Illuminated for the sho'\v. Balloons 
And streamers coloured all fantastical 
Were hung, 'pagoda-like, albout the walls 
Of monotone. Admission ten and six! 
Ive's Band the music! All was rose and gold, 
Fair '.\lrs. Brown wore satin grenadine, 
Ern;broidered bod;1~e and tulle cape, with shoes 
To match, a brilliant spectacle (at least 
The ":\Iail" said so and it should surely know). 
Her better half-she 
won't agree with 
that-
R esp lendent in a ruddy 
whiskey nose 
(The "Courier" forget 
to state the fact), 
Jazzed madly with his 
wife. l\liss Smith 
was there 
In loom cut frock olf 
shimmering apple 
green. 
FE:stoons of ripening 
grapes hung at the 
waist, 
·with georgette panels, 
hemstitched, eau de 
nil, 
And spangled orange 
ribbon round her 
brow; 
A vision for the gods 
- they're 'c olour 
blind-
( The "Standard" told 
us this in confidence). 
Miss Araminta Blo1bs 
(from Camooweal), 
Looked chic in satin 
garters blue and 
gold, 
With ostrich 
decorations 
An artificial 
at the boiw. 
feather 
and 
1cablbage 
(The daily press 
would blush to mention this. 
How do we knotw? We saw it and the "Pink 
'Un" 
Told us too! ) 
The night was rose and silver; soft 1111oon-
lbeams 
Embraced the heavy scented scene and shed 
Romance and glamour everywhere. And Ives 
Excelled himself. Cacotphonous kazoo 
And tinkling cymbal 1mingled musk sounds, 
And with the fiddle's soothing amorous notes 
And pipe and tabor's searching resonance, 
Gave 'birth to passion. Eyes looked love and 
arms 
Gripped tighter round the waist. The passion 
1born, 
The trumpet'.s 1blare and strong 1bronze tones. 
of bells 
Made 1food for it. And all was riot love! 
And as the haunting strains of "Kiss a Miss' '" 
Caressing stole into the hearts of all, 
While multi~coloured lamps lit !bright the 
room 
Made brighter •by the fire of flashing eyes, 
Above the band's high notes , and far a,bove 
The so und of rhythmic gliding feet, above 
The dulcet murmurin,gs of love, there split 
The laden air a sudden 
fearful shriek 
Of anguish terrible to· 
contemplate . . . . 
A vast blood-.curdling 
shriek! 
You know that bar 
Of "Hold me just a 
Ii ttle tighter"? Yes. 
You know h01w eyes 
shine soft and mirror 
love, 
As "In your loving 
arms" breaks on the 
ears, 
The prosy world's for-
got. a11cl ail is lest 
In th' amorou;; ecstasy 
of wonder jazz. 
You know how senses 
reel. how music 
floats 
In to your soul, and 
sets the heart aflame. 
So. just as "In your 
loving arms" broke 
forth 
The arm:; grew closer 
and the 1?;rip m0re 
tight-
And then the tragedy 
occurred; the so und 
Of tearing silk and 
long resounding snap 
Stung the night air; 
and followed ever 
fast 
The long heart-rending shriek we've told 
a'bove. 
Oh, Reader! Spare our blushes. Let us be! 
Ask not the tale 01f what had come to her 
To make her shriek and gralb in anguished 
dread. 
Ask not how she was hurried out; !from where 
The safety pins and whatnots came; and how 
And where they were disposed. Our piicture 
here 
May he1'p to solve the puzzle. Ask not now 
How she returned 'ere long, clad in all smiles: 
(And ot·her things, of course!) how then arose 
The voice O'f jUJbilation echoing long 
"On with the dance, let joy be unconfined!" 
BELLADONNA. 
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HIC! HIC ! HIC! 
(A Fresher's Lament). 
Hie! Hie! Hie! 
As I pass thro' the tap-room door, 
And I lon1g for the day that is dawnfog 
When I shall drink no more. 
o well for the revellers within 
As they gargle and gn·rgle with ease. 
Alas for me as I stand outside 
And sway in the gentle 1breeze. 
And the seasoned drinkers 1pass 
To their haven in the Domain, 
But 0 for that shandy-hallf-and-·haH, 
That has floated up to my brain. 
Hie ! Hie! Hie! 
MY feet, th ey are far too small, 
And the stair.s that lead to my place of rest 
Ne'er again may they seem so tall. 
---o---
SHE-. .\. T h\~T'! 
Beneath th e pale stars' ligiht she came to him 
And told of ho•w her thought~ had turned 
t'rom all things tending to frivolity-
su·ch things as she harl pra.ct •sed to amuse 
her mind. 
But now her pl ~:vilw at another 's Post had 
r ecoiled on herself. 
She spo ke of how her j esti rng ceased to cause 
The satisfaction it was wont t o do , 
And how, reflecting what he·r actions meant, 
She had resolved to be more kind to hilm 
whom fo11merly sh e ·pleased to tease. 
(Alas! those teasings which she lightly put 
aside 
Had o'ften caused a riot more tu•multuous 
than the sea 
Within the mind o.f much-abused He). 
Sobbing, she asked forgiv'ness for her past 
disdain 
Of him who held her dear above all else. 
Hers not to know the pangs of anguish, past. 
His but to comfort her distressed soul. 
Thus did she recompense him for her actions 
gay. 
He, overjoyed that it was so, drew close to 
'her, 
And silent in his arims she quietly lay. 
-"H1E." 
---o---
VIDESNE. 
The lecturer thinks the undengrad , 
W1h en he reads his author with a crLb, 
I s r eally not a 1brillian t lad, 
Though brilliant with t·ra11slatioris glib. 
And Prof? He thinks a silly ass---
(One such as I?)-can't hope to pass. 
A load of h1ay is what h9 needs. 
Yet spare the tale of his mi~de?-ds. 
--NECKOR. 
THE UNDERGRADEAR. 
(With apologies to Undergrad's "The Under-
gradess" in "Galmahra," August, 1922 .) 
Dear Undergrad: 
You w1rote your lines from life, no doubt, 
But still I think your aspect out. 
Since I don't see with lnver's eyes 
Forgive me if I criticise. 
"Sprightly and happy she trips alof1g" 
You say; but "Under•grad," you' r e wroug. 
She doesn't trip-she li-fts her feet, 
Nor shrinkis from showing ankles neat. 
"In she floats to the· lecturer's lair" 
(And girossly libels his laJck Olf hair) . 
'"Her pencil breaks." Says she, "What l•wk! 
'11will save me /writing all this-lecture." 
"That blushing stude" who saw her plight 
And offered a ·pencil to set her rig'ht 
Was paid with, '"Thanks. How glaj I am." 
But 'neath her !breath she mutters-"My 
luck's in." 
The lecture o'er she flees the rooon 
And slaims the door like the c•ra.c'k of. D0om . 
- "During the lectures I sleep SI) w~li , 
I fear my results will be all to-l'enifer." 
Outside you .say sh e meets her man; 
"Undengrad"-<were you an "also ran?" 
You le.ft him pacing her steps with skill-
! guess they're fagged if they're walking still. 
Postscri1pt: 
Sir "Under.grad"uate Galahad, 
A bad attacik you've surely had. 
Yet, if yo u' re peeved at what I'v ·~ said, 
Just wait till May, then go ahead 
And 1cast:igate 
---0---
AU PRINTEMPS. 
The sun s1hone 
Bri.gMly; 
In the t•rees 
The birds sang blithely; 
NE'CKOR. 
The air was filled with the drowsy murimur 
Of the bees. 
Exquisite 
Was the harmony o'f the sounds of Nature. 
In the new-llllown hay 
She sat, at ease; · 
She, 
All alone, 
With nau,g;ht to di.sturib her. 
Suicldenly, 
An air of disquietude--
A sense o!f impending cataclysm; 
A startled cry, 
Shrieks, heart-reniclinJg, with a .minigled note 
oil' triul11/ph. 
Rudely 'broken 
The peace, which before had lbeen. 
A hasty fli1ght, wings a-whirr .... 
Fresh egg! -M.N. 
G AL:JIAIIRA. October, U22. 
Dl'ar Editor,-The graduate in many ways 
is up-to-date. But 1what I really want to 
know is if he has a lbetter sho.w in things 
outside his flash degree, than simple under-
grads like- me, who think their studies awful 
bore an'd like to consign them evermore to 
-well, y•ou know. Yet, tell me this. Does 
B.Sc. teach how to kiss the damsel at the 
Uni. Ball in such a way she's bound to call 
for more? If so, a B.Sc. is what I surely aim 
to be. Has all Zoolo1gy ever let a microlbe •be 
a household pet? You say me nay; then let 
me go to where the darker waters flow. The 
studies of the Erugineer, no doubt will brin~ 
hi.m bread and 'beer in years to co.me; but 
can he think what causes Breakfast Creek to 
s tink? Or tell me, if I'm not a bore, just 
·why did Oliver ask for more? Don't tell 
me "Dickens only knows," for I would say 
" Of course he does." Dear Editor, you 
surely see why I won't be Neckor, B.E. .A 
chap of my inquisitive parts finds balm amiclst 
rnmnolent Arts. At one thing though I'm ju:>t 
first-rate- I've learned at last how to trans-
late from Horace, Vergil, of from Plaut.; and 
this is ho1w to set about. Select oi:;ht ilnes 
that look obscure. Those lines called ''Vi-
desne" are sure- to suit as ones on whkh to 
pin your thoughts. They're wri~:>!n here 
within. Just read them through anJ see 
what's meant- on what the author's mind is 
bent. Now read them through ano:11.;r v. ay 
and shmv their inner meaning. Pra y, after 
the second word. line one, a comma JJl::iC"e--
the thing is clone. Next just read linfs 3, 
4 and 2. giving each its l_)•ro,per clue. Then 
5. and 7, 6 and 8. (Don't worry , ~ir, to 
punctuate). So now you see th8 me-an:ng I 
have tried to bring beneath Y<JUl' e-ye? ~ow 
hold! enough! Youth only ·;.~ads a nffwer 
dance ere old age pie-ads to find its r est when 
days are done. To this epistle, nanne add 
none.-save 
~ECKOR. 
I~ 
On Growing Old. 
To grow old gracefully-ho\1· l1ea11tifol. 
l10\\" comfortaible does it sound! Ah ! v\' e 
feel, when (in the indefinite future ) \\"l' 
1begin to grow old, \Ye shall not bemoan 
our fate, nor ,begrndge the young their 
joyous youth, but take an inco118picuom 
·seat, and so pass smoothly from this life. 
But consider a moment, and the dre:irn 
is shattered-we imagine a vain thing. For 
who will admit that he is old~ The clist·rnt 
)1orizon, after the manner of horizons , \Yi'l 
remain distant no matter how ·\\'e moYe 
towards it. 'To the fresheretie, tll'ent~- -fil·e 
is senile decay; the lecturer is convinced 
that the prof. is in the same pitiful con-
dition, and the profs. will t eU you that 
the Senate is tottering on the brink of the 
grave. The truth is that we are all old, 
and the sooner we 1beeome resigned to our 
:fate the !better. 
After frivolously passing through four 
years at a Univen;ity, the writ er feels that 
his years are :becoming opipressiYe ; he 
notes with horror the worst symptoms of 
tliis universal malady. Things are not 
what they were; the giants of our time 
are passing away. On gazing round a gen-
eral meeting; on observing the peaceful 
derneimuur of the freshers at lectures: or 
on listening in Yain fot· the langnage that 
once bli:•tered the calsomine of the clra:\\--
ing office, he is filled with a melancholy 
conviction that the 'Yarsit~- is going to 
tlt(' dogs. Even the respectful 1bearing that 
the young men Yery properly sho\\" in his 
presence is olbjectionaible-snrel~- \\-e did 
not thus lbow the knee to those ver~- ordin-
ary peoiple whom pure accident pnt i;1 
their fourth yeal's ! 0 tem1Jorn ! 0 mores 1 
Ancl to confirm these snspicion,.: as to 
approaching age, how the manner of the,.e 
same freshers changes if one forgets for a 
moment the load of years on his shoulder.•. 
and prances in the Common Room or per-
forms military evolutions during the lunch 
hour. 'l'he fortunate young find it ~trains 
their polite deference to conceal the con-
temptuous suspicion they feel to\rnrds 
t he ~.e antics. Where, they seem to sa~- , is 
the dignity these reverend gentlemen 
Rhould possess? How can the natural or-
der of things continue if the aged and in-
firm make these pain£nl attempts at buf-
foonery? 
And so do we, too, feel to,yards 
1.hem who have ·passed on; so no dou'bt 
·---------------------------;;;;;;. 
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does the granc1fathel' consider the great 
grandfather· W e are all old-let us ibran-
ly fa ce the fact, and apply the philosoiph.v 
of the Survey Room-alas, that is should 
!be so, but it is. ~ ot onl v with seconds of 
arc, but with se conds of tim e ; "·ith mo-
ments as with bending moments; we can-
not escape the fa cts. Wh:·, the ven· wol'ds 
" ·e chanted on Commem. Day, that will 
b)· the Grace of God and the Prof. lbe 
chanted anon to us, convey the general 
attitude-
" ~ow they 'r e giving place to n e" · men 
Praise them then to-day. " 
They are getting out; they have fin-
-ished their course; what matters it if they 
have fough t a good fight, it is our turn 
now. 
So, 1brothers, let ns set out from our 
cradles firmly resolved that we a1·e oldr 
and that we have all the stupid prejudices 
and irritating halbits 1we see in our fath-
ers which they no dou'bt, feel vividl)' in the 
previous generations. Let ns never :be rern-
iniJscent, 1but with our fello"·;; in fear.>. 
\Vho wants to know how we tied a dog t " 
tl1e prof's. table or eartheL.\Yar2 tn •he 
lamp-ipost ?-rather would they <be urged 
to new feats of their own. And if we are 
tempted to think that the fr eslvr ~ s Dot 
what he was, Yisualise onr indignation if 
am·on e suggested tklt th e fourth yefir is 
not " ·hat it ,rn·s. So will Urn rrnblem be· 
solYed , and so will 'we all gro"· old to-
gether, and so far as nature has endo"·ecl 
ns, gro"· ol<l gracefully. 
''HA~KS.' ' 
- - ** __  
BUSH ROADS. 
They ' re na·rrow, rough , uneven, o'er stony 
hill and hollow; 
Sometimes th ey're winding in and out. again 
they·re hard to follow; 
And then you strike a strai1ght road, that hits 
the skyline clear, 
And you follow it unswerving, yet don' t seem 
to get more near; 
Some-tiimes they're only cow-tracks, 1but a sure 
path all the same. 
For the wanderer trailin1g onwards, at the 
end gets a welcome home; 
Something they lead to vale and gorge, 
bushrangers' forts 0f old, 
And they bring wild memoriec.; of Thunder-
bolt, Starlight, and the Kellys' hold; 
Sometimes they 'r e co1·er 2d with dus t anti 
sand. when the clrougnt hangs o'm· the 
plain, 
Another time they're deep with mud , when the· 
cre'e1k's a 'banker from rain. 
And when the Spring is coming with its 
vag1rant. vernal breeze, 
Thev ' re alive with dancing shadow fonms 
f1:01m the· sunlight Uno' the treea. 
And thus the old tracks silently thread the 
mazes o-f the bush, 
And see ealch day as it passes away, from 
dawn to the evenh1g hush; 
And t110' passers are few, and months are 
long, in their memories they're not alone; 
For each old road for some wanderer, is the· 
trail that leads to home. 
---o---
NOSTALGIA. 
The wild things lie in shelter of the trees 
In quiet doze. All round the mighty bus·h 
LiE13 great and ca!1J11, with just a little l:>reeze 
To wake its murm'ring sleep song, and to 
hush 
Its children deeper yet in fearless sleel)). 
Its charm is vague and faint, yet ever there; 
It haunts me, bush bred, who have left and 
come 
Down to the city's ceaseless noise and glare. 
"Come back," it so.ftly caUs; its myriad tones 
Of trees and creatures, and great Nature's 
self 
Joining in harmony. My spirit g:cans 
To tear the city's life fro.m out my soul 
And go, free, glad, and strong, back to my 
bush, 
Till all the sands of life have s\ippe1l away 
And I pass on to the Eternal Day. 
A.nd so I breathe a little prayer alone, 
''Oh, guide me eve•r back again to the" 
And help me, Nature, who ut God's own :;elf, 
To live my life joyful and good and free." 
To live my !He joyful and clean and free." 
-SPARKPLUG. 
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Correspondence. 
To the Editor, .. Galmahra." 
~lost Esteemed Old Cdbber,-You are 
-the one rock of steadfastness to which the 
sinking mariller can cling distre~sfully as 
he drowns in the Rea of Ignorance. You 
and your worthy henchmen, in other 
words, alone can suppl~· the >:piritual food 
-to satisfy the staning Gradnate's hunger 
for ne"·s of the Old Home. 
Well do you do it , and eagerl,,· haYe I 
.consumed your pabulum dnring the many 
moons •which haYe elapsed 'lince mv set-
ting forth from the Eal'thly Paradis~ sitn-
ated at the upper end of George street. 
between the Ki«og and the Green Domain. 
Yet the11e Ternain 111any questions lmr,.;t-
ing from my impatient ,.;oul-qnestious to 
which my h•'art pant,, for an answer. "as 
pant~ the hart for cooling stl'eam,;;." 
\Yith great pert11rbario11, therefore, l 
set them forth in order. praying that you 
will relieYe my memal anguish by answer-
ing some or all of them:-
(1) Are any students feeli11g anxious 
:a'bout the coming exam.? 
(2) Do the profs. still smirk knowingly 
and cunningly as NoYemiber draws nigh? 
(3) Do Professor Stable and Professor 
Alcock intend to give all their students 
M's. this year, as a token of thanksgiving 
to th e Senate1 (and, a fortiori, the Lord?) 
·Or, ( 4) Do they in tend to offer up a 
burnt sacrifice of innocent larnlbs to atone 
for their unrighteonsness ? 
(5) Has Walter developed in any other 
way than by enlarging his family circle 
and his girth? 
(6) Is the cricket clu;b still disgracing 
itself ancl the 'Yarsity by childish 
sq 1ia.blb ling 1 
(7) Does the Senate, having persuaded 
the Government to pass a University Site 
Bill, intend now to rest from ibs strenu-
ous labours, and let another ten years go 
by before beginning to get the new home 
built 1 
(8) Is Dr. Stewart well enough versed 
in Roman jurisprudence to know the legal 
redress open to a Patrician ·when a Plebi-
an 's shadow falls on and contaminate~ his 
Patron '·s poodle? 
(9) Are 'Yarsity ·women still divided in-
to t"·o classes-the senseless .who fag, and 
the senseless who smoke fags? 
(10 ) Are the CT., the Hockey Club, 
and the L.B.'f.D.A. still confined exclu-
siYely to "·omen 1 
(11 ) l s it true that }Iatric. "·ill not be 
cele!brnted next year owing to the High 
Cost of Chalk 1 
(12) Are quorums still recruited from 
the Domain dossers rwho lunch on the 
:Mrn ·s Common Room verandah and la.\\·n ? 
I 1.:3 ) If the answers to all the preced-
ing yuestions are in the af:firrnatiYe, what\~ 
to ibe done about it? 
and. (14) , Who's going to do it'! 
Yours very anxionsly, 
SENEX DOClLI~. 
---0---
To the Editors, '' Galmahra.'' 
Sirs,_:There are a few little acts of 
courtesy at this 'Varsity which are be-
coming more and more neglected, and 
though they cannot lbe dealt with singly, 
there is one to 1which I would especially 
refer. Cannot the students of Arts and 
Science be persuaded to obsene the 
time-honoured custom of removing their 
headal and pedal apparel before entering 
the -'fem.ple of Engineering 1 The " 1111-
couth" greasers never fail in their obser-
vances-no1blesse o•blige-they always 
wear a gas mask to the Biology .!\forgne·-
I am, etc., 
T. 
-----o---
To the Editors, " Galmahra.'' 
Sirs,-In the August, 1921, issue of 
"Galmahra," it was annonnced that all 
the back numbers of the ::\Iagazine had 
•been collected. Having a great loYe for 
things antique, and desirous of seeing· the 
wonderful collection, after much inquiry 
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and search T recently discovered it adorn-
ing a remote and clingy 'corner of a room 
in St. .John's, in a bookcase made of one 
whole soapJbox, instead of in the .strong-
room I had imagined. :Needless to sa~., they 
·were not ibound ! 
::\Ta.v I urge upon the Union Council the 
immediate necessity of binding the~e 
priceless records of literary effort and stu-
dent history, 1before they once more ibe-
come scattered to the four winds. From 
1911 to 1920 there were six volumes (Vol. 
4 consist1s of one number and Vol. 6 of 
bYelYe !), which, on account of the great 
slenderness of some jssues, conld easil ,. 'be 
bonnd with their covers in 3 vols.; ·the 
cost would not be prohibitive. 
There are 1probably others ·who would 
like to see these magazines 1Jnt thev can-
not .be made availaible in' their p~esent 
loose condition.-! am. etc., 
P.O.E-
- --o---
To the E<litors, "Ga lmahra. '· 
Sir,-With your kind permission I 
should like to bring before the notice 
of the Sports Union Committee a few 
matters which, I think, ought to be con-
sidered by them. 
It is, at present, necessary for mem-
bers of the Boat Club to pay an extra 
guinea for admission to the club, which 
itself is a constituent body of the Sports 
Union, and there is no clause in the 
constitution of the latter which deals 
with the use of monies so acquired. The 
money is really an extra subscription 
to the Boat Club, and should be kept 
in a separate fund, and not put inte> 
the General Fund to help defray the ex-
penses of the other clubs. Such a fund 
should then be used to defray expenses. 
of the Boat Club, over and above those· 
which the S.U. Committee considers to 
be on a par with those incurred by the 
other clubs. 
Another matter arises from the anom-
alous position of the Cricket Club. 
This club with a membership approxi-
mately equal to that of the Boat Club 
has, of latter years, incurred expenses 
as big as, if not bigger than, those in-
curred by the Boat Club. But whereas 
the latter have to pay two guineas for 
membership, the former have only to· 
pay one guinea. 
In the light of these facts, therefore, 
it seems only reasonable that member-
ship of the Cricket Club should be on 
mate]~- equal to that of tl1e Boat Clu1b, 
and involve the payment of an extra 
guinea. Then the. position arises that 
a member of the Boat Club who is also 
a member of the Cricket Club would 
have to pay three guineas. But this can 
be obviated by maki~1g the extra guinea 
allow of membership to both clubs and 
also provision made for this in such a 
Resene Fund as I have suggest2d. 
In conclusion, these matters, involv-
ing as they do radical changes in the 
eonsti1 u hon, shonltl be brought fonrnrcl 
by the committee of the Sports Union 
and therefore as a member of the Sports 
Union I now bring these matter before 
them. 
I am, Yours, etc., 
F. C. BENNETT. 
--**--·-
ECLIPSE. 
Still was -the air, and silence on the ground 
Brooded intense; for darkness !grew a'pace, 
And haggard lines 1ap,peared on every 1face 
In that small band of watchers gathered 
round, 
Who scarcely dared to utter !breath or sound 
Lest that be deemed irreverence to One 
Who overwhelmed with darkness God the 
Sun. 
And then came moving !blackness at a 1bound, 
While yet the 1mind 1was dazzled with the 
whirl 
Of shadows rushing weirdly in the air; 
And from 'behind the 1blatckness shone a 
tpearl, 
I!luminin.g the sky 1with je1welled glare, 
And colours such as mortal never saw-
-Whilst man, 1a bhin'g of nou·gM, gazed on 
in awe. 
-"INIKY." 
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THE WRITER. 
I write my liife aoross the Page of Time, 
Set in the Book of Fate. Chilulike, at fir:Jt 
I kept along the lines ruled clear and st1·~,igh t 
BY parent hands; but wi:h impetuous youth 
I cast aside restraint of rul;:-, and soon 
The page was blotted, anu the ·;are~. ess pen 
Scranvled out a hundred foolitiil thoughts and 
words 
And deeds, that in their thoughtlessness kne"v 
but 
Confusion. With the scorn of those who read 
There :came the shame of .such a work; in vain 
I tried to clean those lines indelible 
From my poor page. And then I vowed that J 
No more with careless hand should spoil th~ 
work, 
But keep to rule and line .... But I am tired, 
And 'tis so hard to keelp the writing straight 
And spot1ess. Still I write with faltering pen, 
And still I \fail, and vo.w, and fail again. 
-N.E.R. 
---o---
TREASURE. 
Some boast of wealth, of silver , and of gold . 
And some of wondrous stones and jawels 
rare. 
I, too, am rich: I boast oacause I hold 
A greater wealth than the3:3--your <~olden 
hair. 
Mine the sweet richness of your .sil'r'ry voice 
That sounds like merry little bells. I prize. 
More than the common jewels of their choice, 
The <Hamonds sparkling in your laughing 
eyes. 
And antiques, quaint and carved ivory white 
They show; but I have more than these. 
Uncouth 
And dull they seem when you flash on my 
sight, 
Carved perfect by the ha·ppy hand of youth. 
I am not envious o,f their gems and gold; 
I am content with all the wealth J hold. 
--KE.R. 
---o---
A WISH. 
When I am dead, H you but let me lie 
W.here the ta11 gum tree .stands as sentinel 
Against the golden splendour of the sky, 
If yo•u but place me there, all will rbe well. 
I'll not be lonely, f.or at night the breeze 
Will croon aJbove a soothing, sleepy, song 
As each soft breath goes stirring through the 
leaves. 
With these around me, night wi11 ne'er seelm 
long, 
Nor must you g·rieve for me, nor I for you 
As gone, forever go·ne beyond recall. 
Irf what men say Olf li'fe and death be true 
Death's the beginning, not the end o'f all. 
This do I tell my.self, but yet I know 
When comes my time to die, I'll hate 'to go. 
WHEN THE GODS RIDE BY. 
The storm.Jbirds cry ere the gods ride by; 
And the wind is never still: 
It sings al01ft where the gum tree sway.;, 
And on its quivering leaves it plays 
A music, loud and shrill. 
Through the darkening sky ::·he gods ride l;;, 
As the mu'ttering storm-clouu comes 
Across the sun. Loud o'er the plain 
Above the music of the rain, ' 
Sound rattling thunder-drums. 
As the gods ride by I hear their cry 
Shrill out like a t·rwmpet~blast. 
Their laugh i!l louder than thunder's crash; 
Their path is lit by the lightning flash; 
And the steeds of the gods are fast. 
As they hurry .by, their cloud-rolbes fly 
Behind, and sweep t·he earth. 
Soon sunihea.ms d•ance throu.gh the leaves once 
more; 
Each rivulet sings with a tiny roar 
To echo the gods' wild mirth. 
--N.E.R. 
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Eleventh Annual Report of the 1921-22 University 
U nion. 
The past ~·ear has been the first in 
,.+ : ,,, 11 th~ TTnion has taken the responsi-
bilities previously 'belonging to the Stu-
dent,s' Af>sociation, and was therefore to 
some rxtent an experiment. So far there 
have 1hee11 no difficult sitna tions, and 
there <; eems to lbe no reason wh~· the pre-
sent arrangement should not continue till 
the University becomes much bigger. 
Member~hip :-The number of financial 
men1bers for the ~·ear was 182; of thesr 
161 were unflergracluates. Nrxt year vvhPn 
the system of payment is better under-
stood it is hoped that all undergraduates 
will belong to the Union .a.tlto.matically. 
Council :-The Council held 9 meetings 
d·1ring tl1e year, including 3 special meet-
ings. Mr. Wal'ker was appointed assistant 
secretary, and has \been of great assist-
ance. Ear'v in the vear .it "·a.; found that 
the 1:finances of th~ Union were getfrng 
much too cumbersome for the spartl time 
of a student, and the Council appointed 
Mr. J. D . Cramb as Treasurer. Should the 
Union decide to retain Mr. Cramb 's ser-
vices it will mean that a permarn:mt offi-
cial is always av:ailaJble; audit fee,s will be 
Raved. and the Union will have a continu-
ity that was impossible with the rapidly 
changing personnel of the Conncil. 
Union Mat ters.-The usna l freshers' 
welcome was held on the first Fridav of 
1922. 'l'here were about thirty freshers 
present, and the evening ap:peared to ibe 
consiclerPd satisfactorv. Old mem!bers 
shonld make every effort to induce all 
freshers to attend. 
Commemoration Day practices 'began 
early under the capa'ble baton of Mr. 
Cooper; they were rwell attended and gave 
people an opportunity to meet e~ eh other. 
Commem. Day was first fixed for August, 
h11t the Council managed to change this 
to .Tune llth., and next year it win prob-
ably be in first term. 
As Commem. Day aipproached, a real 
Commem. spirit became general. The pro-
cession was well up to the stlmdard, 
though not so long as it could have been. 
In the afternoon ceremony certain changes 
were made, and it was held in the Exh~bi­
tion IIaJl. Union memlber,s took a promin-
ent part, and the afternoon has been con-
sidered the best that has tr1ken place so 
far. 
At night there "·as a record attendance 
of 242, including most of the staff. 
On July 19th. mem'hers assembled to 
farewell Mr. Bnrtnn, and he was1pre.sPnted 
with the wmal suit-ea;;r. 
The University B11IJ wa, helrl in the 
South Brisbane Hall on Augns1 2ni. H 
'vas found impossible to secm·e a larg.:~r 
building, and invitations were limited. It 
was quitp Slll'.ce;:;sful a:; a d1mc", an.J the 
Fnion has to t11flnk all who worked to 
make it so, particularly Misses Bartholo-
mew, Campbell, antl Hn l'bert. 
Finan ciall ~· !he Ball t'e:-;nlted in a small 
loss; this was clue to a miscalculation of 
the probable attendance, hased on the ex-
perience of pn-wious years. 
" Galmahra."-When the Union took 
over Galmahra with the other affairs of the 
Students' Association there ·was a de1bt of 
£78 from the previous year's operations. 
With the aid of the Advisory Committee 
the Senate wa,s induced to make a grant 
of £50 towards the magazine on condition 
that it published a supplement contdbuted 
by the Staff. The Union made a grant of 
£25, and with this assistance it is expected 
that the year .will end with the magazine 
free of deibt. 'This result has !been due to 
the fine work of Mr. F. Bennett and M:r. 
Schmidt. Messrs. Chamberlain and Fryer 
as joint editors, have kept up the literary 
standard of the puiblication· 
The Union, in conjunction with similar 
bodies in other Australian Universities, 
has published an Anthology of Verse 1y 
Australian undergraduates. We subscl·ib-
ecl £4, ·and should clear this easily. Copies 
are oibtainalble from 1\fr. Cramb. So far 
23 have 1been sold. 
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Senate Advisory Committee.-'1'his ,bod)· 
has not been very active: the Union, 
through its representatives, 1secured a 
grant for the 1\'Iagazine and hac.l some in-
fluence on this year's Commem. It seem:; 
pro,baible that any Pnion recommendations 
will receive serious consideration, an([ 
memlber,s are urged to giYe this matter 
some attention. 
War Memorial Committee.-This Com-
mittee has about £145 in hand; only one 
design has !been receiYed to date. 
,Reserve Fund.-'l'his fund has now be-
gun as it automaticall~- receives one-third 
of the l'nion 's 'Credit balances; this year 
£23;3 / - will rbe put at fixed deposit, and 
the fund should grow steadily. 
Constituent Bodies.-These have all 
been active and call for little comment. 
The Drama tic Societ.v gave, a mirticula rl~· 
finished performance, and the lack of sup-
port br Union memhers is rather discrecl-
ita hle; nevertheless the War :.\Icmorial 
Fnrnl should receiw aq}Out £-t-0. 
Financial.-'fhe Union is in a sound 
position financially, in pite of the a!bsence 
of the profit that was made in the last 
two year,s on the Union Ball. 
The !balance at last audit was £55; and 
at th~s, £69/ 9/ -, of which one-third was 
transferred to the reserve fund. This posi-
t ion is considered satisfactory in view of 
the varied activities of the Union, and 
the constituent clubs· The only outstand-
ing debt at the 1922 audit was a magazine 
de1bt of £50 to the printers; ibut again sl 
this sundry de'.btors owe between £30 and 
£-±0, and the various constituent 1bodies 
have 1small credit •balances. With a careful 
supervision of expenses in connection 
with the magazine the finances of the 
Fnion should never be a source of anxie1y. 
For the Council, 
R. L. HALL, 
Hon· Secretar~·. 
---**--
UNiION NOTES. 
In view of the fact that the annual re-
port of the Union is ·printed, in a con-
deTusecl form, there is little further to lbe 
said of the Union's activities during the 
past few months. 
The chief event of the year was the 
Ball, which was held in the South Bris-
bane City Hall. This ;proved a mo.st suc-
cessful fuD!ction, the committee being ably 
ass~sted in the decorating by a bevy of 
willing •workers. The main ·cause of the 
slight :financial loss was the over-estima-
tion of the proibable attendance, and in-
ability to curtail the catering arrange-
ments at the laist moment. 
The .Annual Meeting was well attended, 
albout 90 1being present. The outgoing com-
mittee was complimented on the excellent 
work done during their term of office, and 
special mention was made of Mr. Cramlb 's 
appointment as Treasurer, an action which 
had most successful results. 
The new Executive consist.s of :-Presi-
dent, 1\'Ir. E. B. F1·eeman; Treasurer, Mr. 
J. D. Cramb; Hon. Secretary, Mr. S. E. 
A. WaLker. 
Representatives were elected for the 
War Memorial Committee, Common Room 
Committee and Advisory Committee to the 
Senate. 
The sulb-committee appointed for the 
Amendment of the Constitution has not 
yet met, ,but the ground has lbeen 'broken 
for them by several amendments :paissed 
at the General Meeting. 
Some useful and practical suggestions 
were put forward at the meeting for the 
consideration of the Council, and it is 
hoped that all mem'bers of the Union will 
co-operate with the Council in making the 
coming year a successful one. 
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NOTE THIS~ 
Q.0 
" . .\ce" Cement, 
manufactured by 
Queensland 
Cement & Lime 
Co., Ltd. Works, 
D . .\ HRA. 
Darra Cement is being used exclusively for 
Foundations of New Town Hall, and Re-inforced 
Concrete Roads for Brisbane City Council. 
MANUFACTURED BY 
Queensland Cement & Lime Co. Limited 
WORKS . - - - - - - DARRA 
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Round the Colleges. 
Once more the Melbourne Cup draws 
near; but the 'Varsity starts its race 
meeting on November 6th. 
This stable has a varied lot in train-
ing, yearlings, three-year-olds, and aged 
horses brought in for some solid train-
ing, and an attempt at a place in the 
great ·event; preliminary canters are 
held at any old time, but usually by 
electric light. 
The eclipse provided a cessation of 
hostilities and the excuse for a few 
trips, but by the time this is read, the 
track will be inches deep in dust again, 
and the whips flying thickly. 
Colin Bingham came home to roost, 
but most inconsiderately flew off again. 
Henry and Walter also took their bright 
smiles somewhere else, but the former 
keeps in touch by visiting the place once 
a week to load some of the college with 
mathematical bombs for Prof. " Argo " 
came out in all its glory and sold well. 
We must apologise for not including 
in it a list of those who contributed to 
the great Jersey fund. The list is as 
below; we thank the contributors heart-
ily. There still remains a deficit; we 
would be very grateful to have it 
cleared. H. Burton, Rev. Stephensen, 
E. Curwen-Walker, C. Thompson, W. 
Strover, G. L. Leckey, C. M. Calder. 
Another vacancy will be caused by 
the time this is in print. One of " Ga!-
mahra's" editors, J. D. Fryer, is t o 
leave us for hospital; mustard gas is 
the trouble, none the less- virulent for 
its delayed action. We wish him a 
speedy recovery and a quick return 
to his corner of Edale. 
David and Goliath have amalgamated 
to form a College Navy. All positions 
fur Mgher ratings are filled, but tenders 
close on October lOth for the position 
of ship's cat, lowest or any tender not 
nec:.:essarily accepted. 
In conclusion, may the luck be good 
and November cool-or as cool as it 
can be. 
---o---
We pass over th e stereotyped ·begin-
ning to the effect that "third term is 
here and everyone is working hard," 
and merely say that we wish everyone 
the best of luck in the forthcoming 
trial by ordeal. Judging by the amount 
of electric light used " Good luck " here 
should be an unnecessary adjunct as 
most expect to emerge with flying col-
ours on merit only. (?) 
The annual river picnic took place 
on September 2nd, and was the means 
of passing a very enjoyable afternoon 
and evening. The proceedings were 
in the hands of a very able committee, 
and the whole programme was run off 
to schedule. After a two hours' trip 
up the river, enlivened by sundry musi-
cal instruments, including an ex-piano 
(no; it's alright , Joe), we disembarked 
and proceeded with the usual sports 
programme. A feature of this was the 
finish of the three-legged race, which 
would have delighted the heart of any 
camera fiend. The return journey in 
the mooniight was all that could be 
desired- {ask Bob). 
Success was not our lot in either 
Inter-College Football or Rowing. We 
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take this opportunity of congratulating 
St. John's College memhers, who have 
already acquired sufficien;; points t.o ue-
clare themselves premiers for this year. 
While on the subject of svort, we must 
also congratulate Miss Hooper and 
Our Willie on winning the Mixed 
Doubles Handicap. 
After a spirited and eulogistic 
speech by our C.P. representative, we 
were induced to re-establish our once-
existing Debating Society, which died 
a natural death during first term. It 
flourishes again, and the first debate 
will be held next Saturday, for which 
the subject " Are cushioned chairs a 
necessity at d2bates?" has been sug-
gested. 
In conclusion we wish you all an un-
disturbed long vac. 
---0---
The approaching exams. have already 
cast their shadow of gloom over us and 
blotted out many of those bright 
patches so characteristic of college life. 
Hours of leisure "yarning" have been 
superseded by periods of monotonous 
drudgery, and spicy jests have given 
way to stolid humour. Still, aspiring 
actors and " budding " baritones try to 
relieve the monotony of " fag" by spas-
modic outbursts which never fail to 
awaken hostile echoes from all quarters 
of Bohemia. 
We passed on to third term minus 
Tom Barry, one of the foremost Leon-
ians, who has been attracted away to 
the placid surroundings of Rosalie. 
Sadly do we miss Tom's sparkling wit 
and varied " contes," which will, we 
earnestly hope, survive his culinary ex-
periments. 
Billiards is as ever the most i>opular 
game at Leo's this year, but great, keen-
ness and enthusiasm for tennis also no\v 
prevail, which must be pleasant news 
to all those who are longing to see Aus-
tralia regain the Davis Cup. Prugress 
has also been noted in the "noble " art, 
and under the able tutelage of Benny 
Palmer some formidable " leather push-
ers" have been developed. 
By winning the football and runninp.; 
second in athletics, Leo's this year l~aye 
done creditably in Inter-Collegiat;~ 
sport. Jc·hns, however, by their hand-
some win in rowing have gained the 
Inter-Collegiate Sportin~ Championship 
for 1922. Tc· them we offer our h '.':·ar-
tiest congratulatic-ns. 
An innovaticn this year of interest 
to all colleges and the entire 'Varsity 
took place in the fc.rm of the Baxter 
Cup cc·mpetiticn. The great popularity 
already evinced in these matches pays 
a great tribute to the man in whose 
memory they were initiated. May this 
spirit remain. 
Where you can get the nicest cup of Tea in Brisbane 
GRIFFITHS' TEA ROOMS 
~~=-~- -::::::· -~--:::=::;- ~-=-~- ::=:;;- -~--:;::::;:--:;::::;:--:;::::;:--;:::::::-~- --~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--'!:::::-· ==::=:.;;;--- --- -------------- --
307 QUEEN STREET (opposite Q.N. Bank) 
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It is of course necessary to make 
the usual well-worn comments on the 
forthcoming exams., partly from habit 
and partly because we feel that they are 
of some real significance to most of us. 
We take this opportunity of wishing 
those who work good luck in Nm·em-
ber. Those who don't work will prob 
ably need a pretty big slice of luck ir~ 
any case. 
It is very pleasant to see the rapt 
and anxious expression on every (?) 
face at night. It augers very well for 
the results in the future. Some of our 
members like a little breathing space at 
times and hie themselves to the corner 
shop for relief from their arduous toil. 
The Davis Cup matches have proved 
of inestimable value as bait for some 
of the theologs. At present we have 
been getting some great bites. A sug-
gestion was heard the other night that 
we should change the leg- the other 
one was long enough. Besides this 
very agreeable pastime, we have of late 
been favoured with selections from the 
"Swallow" of Musical Society fame, 
from the voice of " Colin." His efforts 
were, strangely enough, not appre-
ciated, and he was promptly quenched 
with tank water. It might be added 
that our Principal was absent at the 
time. 
Tennis still continues to thrive, 
although it is waning to some extent. 
Two of our members of the theolog. 
hall appeared with a Winner and a Pat-
terson racquet respectively. We await 
startling developments. 
An attempt- to produce a practice 
wicket beneath the court was attended 
with some success, and the cricket en-
thusiasts bang away to their hearts' 
content. 
Thus one more year passes and brings 
some to the conclusion of their Univer-
sity life, when they have succeeded in 
convincing examiners that they can 
write B.A., etc., after their names. 
We bring our brief epistle to a close 
by wishing all and sundry our best 
wishes for the last lap of the pre;,ent 
year and the glorious freedom of the 
ensuing one. 
---0---
: THE , 
~WOMENS 
~ COLLEGE 
" Fearless and unperplexed 
When we wage battle noxt , 
What weapons to select, what 
armour t o indue." 
Well, we hope we shall feel like that 
in November- sc·me of us are feeling 
very much like that now! 
At the beginnin<2: of this term the 
hockey team, of which nine are Colle-
gians, returned frnm a very jolly trip 
to Melbourne. 
College sport continues to progress. 
The rPturn hockey match against the 
'Varsity resulted in a win for us 2-1. 
In rowing circles we are making our 
debut on October 14th- we are enter-
ing a crew in the Ladies' Fours in the 
Q.R.A. Regatta. and in anticipation 
thank Mr. K. Baird for his valuable 
coaching. 
Last year Miss Bage's trophy for 
the best all round sport was won by 
Madalen Hulbert, whom we congratu-
lated h Aartily, knowing she deserved it 
well. This year the trophy is to be 
awarded to the person most nnficient 
in two soorts. WP thank Miss Bage 
very much for the interest thus shown 
in the Sports Unkn. which, found ed 
only last year, has alre~dy justified its 
existence. 
We have had visits from two old Col-
legians this term-Lucy Milfull stayed a 
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few days; and Meta, our dear old chief 
of last year, has made us a couple of 
short visits. We were sorry to lose 
Frieda Oxnam last term; but we still 
see her smiling face at the 'Varsity. 
Friends, colleagues, and countrymen,. 
bring forth your hankies and weep 
again. ' Tis in memoriam of Maxwell 
-our dear friend departed this life 
these two years. 
---**--
A TRANSLATION. 
THEOCRITUS XIX. 
Once a wicked bee stung Cupid 
Stealing honey from the hives, 
Pierced his little thieving fingers 
As he sought to gain his prize. 
Cupid blew upon his fingers, 
Jum1ped aibout and stamped the ground, 
For his hand was hurtin·g sorely. 
Then he A.phrodite found. 
And he showed his hurt corn.plaining, 
"Why, a bee's a tiny thing! 
Who would think that such a creature 
Had so very big a sting!" 
13ut his mother gently smiling 
Said, "Why, like a bee thou art! 
Thou art only very tiny, 
Yet what wounds thou deal'st the heart!" 
DAKIN & DAKIN 
Prepare for University Examinations 
LATIN. FRF.NCH. HISTORY, El'\GLISH 
111111111!111lllJliUlllllllU1UJll!il'Ul111itl!:ll<WlllllllJlll11111:UmitlfU!lltn lll llnJ l!:t1Ul!l!ll:n.1111:111!:11111111111H\.\h 
Classes will Le formed if stifficient students offer 
I A. DAKIN. BA. (Land.) 
]. E. DAKIN, B.A. (Q'ld.) 
40 Telegraph Chambers 
'Phone 3748 
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Our Societies. 
DRAMATIC SOCIETY. 
As was remarked upon in the annual 
report, the Dramatic Society has just 
completed its most successful year, both 
from the histrionic and the financial 
point of view. 
The Annual General n1eeting was lle1cl 
on the 2nd September. Mr. Stable had 
submitted his annual protest, but in 
spite thereof he was again elected to the 
position of President. The other elec-
tions were:-
Vice-President- J. R. L. Cooper. 
Hon. Secretary- L. D. ·watson. 
Hon. Treasurer- A. F. Clapiiison. 
Committeemen- F. C. Bennett, J. 
H. Buzacott, 0. F. Anderson. 
In spite of the fact that the 1920 
loan of £ 5 and 1922 grant of £ 20, 
from the University Union had been re-
funded, that £40/ 9/ -, the net profits 
of the production of "Pygmalion and 
Gala tea," had been handed over i o the 
University 'War Memorial Committee, 
and that a library had been established, 
the financial statement showed a small 
credit balance. This speaks very fav-
ourably for the management of the 
affairs of the Society throughout the 
year. 
Particular attention is drawn to the 
library. There are already about 50 
books of plays, together with a cata-
logue, a rubber stamp, a photograph of 
the cast of the 1912 production (pre-
sented ])y Mr. Stable) and a librarian, 
Mr. 0. F. Anderson. The lastnamed 
was elected in place of Mr. D. Hender-
son at the first meeting of the new 
committee. Rules for the library are 
not yet drafted, but books may be bor-
rowed, by application to the librarian. 
The committee has appointed the 
Secretary as the Society's delegate to 
the University Union Council. The 
·question of the play to be produced 
next year has also been discussed, and 
a reading will be held towards the end 
of term, probably in the second week 
-0f examinations. 
MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
Our thanks are due to Miss Sisley, 
Mrs. W. Collins, Sir Pope Cooper, and 
Prof. Michie for donations to the funds 
and to the library. 
Matters have been more or less 
quiet during the last term, and we are 
now preparing for the second and final 
concert of the year. This will take 
place on the 21st October in St. An-
drew's Hall, and will consist of glees 
and part songs. 
A regrettable feature of late has been 
the absence of our mainstay the 
trebles. We wish to remind our mem-
bers that the greater the membership 
the less the burden on each one. We 
are sure that if these facts are placed 
before the absentees thy will rally to 
the colours a nd help the 8ociety to a 
successful finale. 
A suggestion put fcrward by one or 
two members of the SodP.ty to hold a 
social function was discussed , but it 
was decided that the present year was 
too far advanced, and that it should 
be left till early in the following year. 
DEBATING SOCIETY. 
As a natnral consequr11ce of the e11-
1lmsiastic support accorded the DeQrntin '" 
Soeiety clnl'ing the fir st and second tel'm •, 
there is litEe to chronicle of 1 he acti\·:fr·~ 
in third term. 
A cleibate 'rn" helcl to,rnnls 1 he l'lo '>(' of 
second term. ::\Ir. E. SLrnle.\.·, snpportetl 
by .:\Ti;.:s B. Graham and }II'.('. Hoo1wr. a f-
firmed that " Any attempt 1o 1)racti 'e. [),._ 
rnocracr in GoYrrnment i<; clonmrcl 1o fail -
nre .. , ".\Iiss T.J. Penny, s11ppol'ted ·h~· :\T : s 
P. Fnllarton and ".\Ir. 'I'. Barn·. had the 
pleasure of congratulating thci1· oppon -
ents. 
A delbate, " ·hich evid ent]~· impresSC\1 a 
local edito1·, was condnctrcl nncler ilte 
auspices of the "'Women ·s f'lnb. 
Congratulations to :\Iis::i 1. Bro\\'n on 
her generaJshiip. 
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::\Tnch to the disappointment of Queens-
land, the Tnter-'Yarsity Debate for i1ext 
rear is booked for Adelaide. Unfortunate-
ly we were 11na1ble to senrl a team to r•om-
pete in the recent Inter- "Yarsity De!b8.te; 
as a consequence i\Iefoourne emero-ed vit -
torious. Vale. ,.., 
WOMEN'S CLUB. 
Our third and most important func-
tion of the year was held in the Men's 
Common Room on September lst. A 
debate on " A lie is sometimes justifi-
able " afforded our guests an enjoyable 
evening. 
The officers for 1923 are :- President, 
Miss Moxon; Vice-President, Miss Bar-
tholomew; Secretary, Miss Dowrie; 
Treasurer, Miss Spurgin. Miss Moxon, 
well known to us all as " Cec," needs 
no introduction, and with her at our 
head and a loyal committee we may 
predict a successful year for 1923. 
MEN 'S CLUB. 
We don't often hold an annual gen-
eral meeting; in fact only about once a. 
year as a rule, but when we do-well 
it doesn't amount to much after all. 
The last effort occurred a couple of 
weeks ago, and contra spem et expecta-
tionem, not to mention consuetudinem, 
there was no necessity to scour the 
highways and hedges to secure a quo-
rum to open the session. 
The annual report and balance sheet 
passed away without a murmur, and 
the following officers were then elected: 
President, F. W. Dunstan; Secretary, 
R. J. Bateman; Committee, J. Grice, 
R. Mundell, J. Nicklin. 
In the course of subsequent discus-
sion it became evident that the members 
were beginning to realise the inade-
quacy of the present scope of club 
activities. 
It is a sign of health to see a child 
kicking, but if the cradle be too small, 
it only stubs its toes, unless it kicks 
o=-------=-----------==----------------------------------------------------------.===a 
Your University Days 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--;;;-;~ 
will soon pass. Have vour friends 
a Photograph of you as. a Student ? 
We are Specialists in the Photo-
:: graphic Art 
Make an Appointment To-day ! 
FEGAN STUDIO 
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out the end. But if the cradle has just 
been painted, the end may stick too 
tightly to be moved by the feeble efforts 
of a child. 
Moreover, if the absent-minded nurse 
should remember the child, before it 
becomes entirely atrophied, she may 
thoughtlessly take it up and send it 
out to play in the back yard which has 
just been given to her because the pre-
vious owner didn't know what else to 
do with it. 
If the poor kid has become so dis-
pirited as to stay there and not ' raise 
a cry to reach the sky,' it will soon 
break its little heart hobbling around 
the big stony patch- 168 acres of it-
looking for a fiat place to play marbles. 
Failing this it may begin to take a 
morbid interest in the inmates of the 
adjoining hospital, whereupon its funny 
Dld nurse would sit back and , watch it 
\vith a beaming smile d supreme self-
satisfaction. 
But wouldn't it be nice if the family 
doctor- or the kid itself- insisted on 
having a grassy playground, with 
plenty of good places for marbles, with 
the river running beside it, where the 
kid could sail little paper boats? They 
might even build a new hospital out 
there, and take some of the patients off 
the floors at the old place, and put them 
in beds out there, so that the youth 
could watch them getting better, or 
worse, and still keep a cheerful spirit 
within him. 
Of course it is absurd- but wouldn't 
it be nice? In the meantime, at the end 
of all time, that is to say, after the 
exams., won't we have fun! 
On Friday night, November 17th, we 
gather around the festive board at Fin-
ney's, and pour libations to the gods 
for all that shall have been put behind 
us. Let there be no defaulters among 
past or present members, for the sight 
of an empty chair is an abomination to 
all men. 
CHRISTIAN UNION. 
Towards the end oJl last term we 
held an auction sale at the University, 
and Miss Walker kindly organised a 
jumble sale for us at St. Andrew's. As 
a result of these the C.U. benefits by 
about £11. 
The Annual General Meeting of the 
Union was held at the end of the term, 
and the retiring President read a very 
satisfactory annual report. 
The new Executive consists of:-
President, L. D. Watson; Vice-Presi-
dents, J. R. Cooper, Miss D. Yates; 
Secretaries, F. A. Gaydon, Miss J. 
Smart; Treasurers, N. E. Raymond, 
Miss J. Dowrie. 
We hope that with the co-operation 
of all members the coming year will be 
a still more successful one. 
---A Bus~ness Propos~t~on--~. 
IT is in your interests to sunnort an Institution estqbJished for the benefit of the people of Queensland ; therefore, consult. The Public Curato~, whose ~)ffice exists 
for your benefit., in all matters relatmg to the makmg of Wills (free of 
charge), Administration of Estates, taking over Existing Trust E~tates, carrying 
on businesses as Attorne~·, lending money on First Mortage of Real Estate, 
giving legal advice free, registering Transfers, preparation of Agreements, &c. 
Branch Offices at ROCK HAMPTON, F. W. MOLE, 
a11d TOWNSVILLE and A![encies PUBLIC CURATOR, 
at all ourt Houses in Quee11sland. BRISBANE 
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ROWING CLUB. 
The rowing season is now practically 
finished, so far as the University Boat 
Club is concerned. There is a possibil-
ity of getting a crew together for Hen-
ley, but with the crfcket season upon 
us this is doubtful. 
A " Calcutta Sweep " run on the race 
resulted in an amount of £ 1/10 / - being 
handed over to the Club, a sum which 
was very welcome in the present state 
of finance. 
It is hoped that next year a regatta 
with mixed crews will be held, as some 
of the fair sex are making excellent 
progress at the sport. It is rumoured 
that some of them intend to try for a 
place in the "Eight" next year. 
Since last issue we have held our 
Annual Lady Coxswain's Regatta. This 
year only 4 crews entered, due to the 
apathy of a number of members. In 
the first heat Buzacott's crew with Miss 
Barrie as cox, narrowly defeated the 
favourites in Lewis's crew with Miss 
Bartholomew. In the second heat Mar-
shall's crew with Miss Bleakley had a 
very narrow win over Daly's crew, 
with Miss Sterne. In the final Marshall 
defeated Buzacott. The winning crew 
was:-F. Marshall (str.), J. Grice (3), 
J. Harding (2), G. Houghton (bow), 
Miss D. Bleakley (cox). The steering 
this year was many times better than 
in previous years. 
The Inter-Faculty race was also held. 
YOU KNOW that physic. 
al viaour an d K'eneral effic. 
iency go hand m hand . Do 
you possess the..,e all import -
ant as.se ts 't 
YOU KNOW :.!so th< 
value of time. Tlit:1t:fu1t: , 
why .... p e tHi hours on 111 0 11 0 1-
on ous ex e1 c i..;e, wl1 e 11 :l. few 
minutes daily Pf our sc ic11 -
t11i c sysiem bring a buut th e 
d e..,ired rt: ~uh . 
D D 
The unfit are made 
fit, and the fit are .. 
kept fit at the- .!!S 
APOLLO INSTITUTE of 
PHYSICAL CULTURE 
WARREN'S BUILDINGS, WllARf srnm 
•Phone (en. 4530 
This resulted, as usual, in a win for 
Engineers, with Science a close second. 
Arts, for some reason, did not compete. 
This faculty had a selection committee, 
and yet apparently no effort was made 
to get a crew. It is to be hoped that 
this will be remedied next year. 
The practice four is being put into 
good condition for next year, and it is 
hoped that we will be able to get at 
least one tub put into perfectly good 
order. 
FENCING 
FE NCI NG is equally 
fascinating to both 
ladies and gentlemen. 
Resource, coolness, judg· 
m · nt, the faculty of quick 
and instant decision, and 
a fine sense not only of 
physical but of mental 
•·touch"' -these oualities 
are developed and encour-
aged by fencing, and are 
extremely valuable to 
either sex. 
Physically, it develops 
every muscle in the body 
and strengthens the whole 
frame, giving grace and 
ease of carriage. 
Fencing, unlike many 
other µastirn es, can be 
safrly indulged in and en-
joyed, by even the most 
delicate. 
Boxing 
Wrestling and 
Ju-Jitsu as an 
Art 
Boxing, under refined 
conditions, is an excellent 
means for development of 
these traits. 
Ju·Jitau and Wrestling 
are >implv questions of 
knowkdw.e of the art. It 
is not depending on mus-
cular strength or brute 
force. 
The Apollo Institute has 
spared no expense in 
securing the best Instruc-
tor in this art. 
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'Varsity Sport. 
SPORTS UNION. 
The Sports Union is now near-
ing the completion of another suc-
cessful year. 'l'he win of the 
Tar.;;ity cre\v in Adelaide was a 
great ·achievement, and shows 
\\·hat (~ueensland can do in in~e,~­
'Yarsity contests when the 1ie1~e.,;­
sary enthusiasm is to :be foun ~l. 
The lack of interest in sport 
shown by some students is appal-
ling, and Queens-
lantl will ne ,·er be 
able to take a prom-
inent place among 
the other Australian Uni-
vel'sities till all the students 
give their whole-hearted 
support. 
We offer our hearty con-
gratulations to the follow-
ing-, \Yho ba ve been a·warded 
blues or half blues:-
ROWJi:NG.-Full Blues: 
E. B. Freeman, K. Baird, .J. 
v.r no,Hie, .J. W. Grice, V. 
E. Greet . F. S. :\far.,ha:l, J. La Saute 
of wicket fees seems not to have 
received very much attention last 
year, with the result that one or 
two chtb,s still owe us Yarying 
amounts. 'l'his should be avoided 
this season-in fact, it will have 
to be, as the club is dependent on 
these fees to cover the wicket 
rental. 
Nothiug has yet .been brought 
fonYard albout the Inter- 'Var-
' sity match, but it 
;jff::.' should take place 
·" some time in Novem-
ber. 'l'hi.s year the 
with poss~bl:;· two excep-
tions, will ·be an entirely under-
graduate one. 'l'h~s fact ought to 
stimulate practice activities "·ith a 
vie·w to selection 
''A'' grafle fixtures are dated 
fol' the first Saturday in Octolber_ 
SW IMMING CLUB 
r. Da ly, R. L. :\[ill», F. G. c'est la Gymnastiqne! The S\\·imming Cln>b, ,vhich for-
Holdaway· 
.A.THLE'l'ICS.-.Full Blue: 1'"'· II. Rob-
erfts. Half Blue: R. L. Hall. 
CRICKET.-Fn1! Blue: C. R. ~lac Don-
nell. Half Blue: A. ::\IcCulloch. 
CRICKET CLUB. 
'l'he Cricket Club has alreacl~· started 
actiYities. Graceville No. 2 wicket has 
been obtained as a home ground, and a 
practi cr \Vick et at the 'Ga•b:ba has also 
been arranged for. 
The Baxter ::\femori.al Cup match is to 
be played on the Grammar School turf on 
Sentember 30th 
Representations have been made to the 
8.C to authorise Inter-Facnlty matches, 
but so far nothing has been done. Two 
team secretaries have been appointed this 
year, whose main duties will be to collect 
and hand over to the Ge11eral Secretary 
"·icket fees for each match. This matter 
the last .'·ea!' or so has been appar-
ently defun ct, has among some entlrn-
siasts awakened a nrw intere,.;t. A meet-
ing of students \\·as called, and those· 
present decided that an effort be made to 
resuscitate the Club. 
'l'be following office-bearers were elected 
for the ensuing year:-
President, J. ::\ficklin; Vice-President, 
R. Bateman; Hon. Secretarr .. J. Lawrie; 
two other memlbers of the Committee, Miss-
IIempstead and 0. Anderson. 
It was pl'oposecl and carried unanirn-
ouslv that a ~arnival be held albout the 
middle of first term next year, so that 
the hanc1icappers should be enalblecl to 
judge the relatiYe merits and demerits of 
those comp eting, and that scratch race" 
be he~cl at the beginning of the coming 
season . The determination of the date 
and the 1baths to 'be used \Yas left to thC' 
Committee. 
SEE BOOKS 
For 1923. 
To avoid delay and inconvenience, order your 1923 Books in 
advance. They may be delivered on arrival or held for you 
till commencement. All University texts stocked. 
HOT-AIDA Y READING. 
The finest and widest range of Novels in this State, and one 
of the best in Australia, will be found in this Store. Don't 
start on your holiday without a book. 
'1.,Al{..J~ ..-\.J .. ONG .c\. JlOOii.. 
BARKER'S BOOKSTORE. 
ALBERT ST. '.\!EW & SECOND-HI\ ND BOOKS. RRlSBANE. 
Telephone 
5626 The Regina Caf e 
(DOWNES & BUNNETT) 
Cor. 0.Meen and Wharf Streets, Brisbane 
•' GRILLS 
•HOT 
LUNCHEONS ! AfTERNOON I TEAS 
ALL CAHRING 
fOR PRIVATE 
AfTERNOON 
HAS, BALLS 
SUPPfRS, and 
andj 
I 
,C•SUPPERS, 
I 
I 
I 
PARTIES 
llAS OUR 
PERSONAL 
ATTENTION 
Afternoon Teas in our Bedutiful Jazz and Bai quet Room every afternoon, 2.30 to 5 p.m. 
As this is the most up-to -date Cafe in Brisbane, and the Services and Cuisine are 
, ! always of our very best, we solicit your patronage. 
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It behoves every member of the Boat 
Club to get down to the shed and start 
to get coached at the beginning of next 
year, so that we will be able to boat the 
best possible crew, and do our utmost. 
to retain the challenge cup. 
THE VARSITY EIGHT, WINNERS INTER-VARSITY 8-0AR RACE, 1922. 
Standing.-J. Grice (5), V. Greet (4), J. Dowrie (6), J. D.ily (2), R. L. Mills (B ·~w); 
F. S. Marshall ( 3). 
Sitting.-K. Baird (7), F. Holdaway (cox), 
The fine cup, which was won 'by the 
abo\'e crew at Adelaide on 3rd. June, 1922, 
·was donated for the purposes of Anstrali-
1an Inter-Varsity ro1wing contests 'br a 
number of Old Blues of Oxford and Cam-
Q::iridge in the early eighties. 
The first Inter-Varsit~- Eight-Oar race 
·was helcl on the Yarra in 1888, when :;\Iel-
lbourne proved victorious. Since then the 
trophy has been contested annually with 
the exception of the years 1915 to 1918 in-
HOCKEY CLUB. 
Since the last issue of Galma hra, the 
Inter- 'Yarsity hock·JY cont~~t-tl1c most 
important event of tl c Hocl\e5- year-hds 
been decided. The matches were played in 
Mefoourne, and though we haYe no wins 
to record, we 1spent a right royal time, 
A. A. Watson (coach). E. B. J<~rec::nan (stroke) 
clusi,-e; J\Ietbourne have secured the 1COY-
eted honour 13 time·s, Sydney 13, Ade-
laide 4, and Queensland 1. 
The year 1920 marked Queensland 's en-
try into the competition; the crew which 
went South managed to secure 3rc1. place. 
The race of 1921 will long lbe remem-
bered by Qi;eenslancl for the gruelling 
strngg'.e over 3 miles of the Hamilton 
reach, l\lelbourne .·natehing a hard-earn-
ed victory in a splendid finishing effort. 
albeit mis~ing ,t "·eek of third term . .:\Iel-
bonrne, "·ho carr:ecl t)ff the c·np, defeated 
ns -1--0, S~·dnP,r fl-1, and Alklnic1e 3-0. I;ast 
year it was hopecl that the inauguration 
of the Brisbane Hockey Association would 
do much to improve onr pla~-, 1bnt it ,seems 
that until compulsory attenclance and 
.52 GAL:MAHRA. October, 1922. 
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M W M W ~ ~ M W M W I YOUR FUTURE I 
M W :t~~1 DEPEN OS ~~j M WI upon your present judgment. I 
~:~ The Seal of Success is to own your HOME. ~:~ I mak~e am:~~r: gi~t~~~~ct~~e ~r::t~0:~~~ can I 
~:~ 120 ACRES ~:~ j ~ig~1~w a~hrN~:~1~ia~~ f%n~~i~~'.fu\k~~::;~sit=: I 
~ The ~ 
Northgate Estate 
Not less than two allotments are bein_g; sold. 
This assures a good area of land where a re-
turn for the Saturday and early morn labours 
will be rewarded. Water Mains are to be 
laid right on the Estate. Allotments a re to 
be sold at fixed prices. 
£20 to £60 each, 5/-, deposit 5/ ., monthly on 
every £20 purchase money. 
N W 
I R. ~:~eh ~f~t!R~L~ Dm~P~N~~T!. Es I 
I ::J 
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-punctuality at practices, a11cl l'l!ricl train-
ing of the team al'e insisted on, we can-
not hope for much success in Inter-'Var-
sity contests. 
In our Association matches, we have 
few vidories to our Cl'eclit, lbnt we may 
110pe for ;better results next year. 
Since corning back from :\Telrbonrne, 
·a match-College v. 'l'he Rest-has been 
pla~-e cl, ancl resnlterl in a "·in fo1· the for-
mer lbv 2-J. 
'l'he. annual general meeting " ·as held on 
September 13th. 'l'he following were e]Pf'· 
iod approximately ten "A " grade play-
ers were unavailable, and this made it 
necessary to call on players from the 
"B" team, thus making it exceedingly 
difficult to field a team in the " B " 
grade fixtures. 
During the first week in August a 
team journeyed to Sydney, where a 
match was played against Sydney 
University League team, and resulted 
in a win for the latter. In previous years 
the Inter-'Varsity match has been finan-
ced by the League, but this year, owing 
to the match being played under the 
'VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM. 
(Trainer), J. Lynam, R. Biggs, A. W. Ruddell, F. Irvine, J. Nicklin, H. McCulloch (Trainer). 
V. McCarthy, E. B. Freeman, J. A. Horsley (V ice-Capt.), G. A. Fisher (Capt), J. Vidulich, 
J. Allman, G. 0. Boulton. 
S. A. Trout 
ied officeJbearers for 1923. Captclin, .:',fr:;. 
Todd; Vice-captain, ~\Iiss Smart. hon. i'<'<'-
retary, :;\fiss Fnllarton; fourth memlbrr, 
'.\Iiss Bennett. 
FOOTBALL CLUB. 
The football season for the year 1922 
did not prove as successful as it might 
have, either in regard to achievements 
on the field of play, or from a financial 
point of view. The small number of 
victories registered was probably due 
to the large number of injuries sus-
tained during the season. At one per-
J. Davidson. 
auspices of the A.U.S.A., we were un-
able to receive any finaricial assistance 
from the League. The tour incurred 
an expenditure of £ 118, while we re-
ceived c·nly £ 40 from the proceeds of 
the match. Consequently we are at 
present faced with a debit balance, as 
subsidies frcm the League for the sea-
son amount only to £ 50, whereas in 
the previous year £ 100 was received. 
The All Schools v. 'Varsity match was 
played on Church of England Grammar 
School turf, and after a hard tussle 
ended in a victory for the schools by 
10 points to 7. 
For the Man who apprec iates 
Exel usi veness. 
An Ideal Spring and Summer Wear 
Shirt, embodying all th" tempting feat ures 
of R yder's original treatment of Shirt 
Fabr ics in art, design, and value. The 
Shirt Individuality 
here fcaturerl is in absnlutelv the best 
quality Fugi Silk. and can be supplied in 
plain as well as all the latest and corrtct 
stripes, with soft double collar to match. 
Price 2l i-. 
G. R. Ryder Ltd., 
Call & Inspect .. 
QUEEN ST. 
BRISBANE 
The Salonola 
An all Musical product wholly made in Australia. 
Hear it before purchasing elsewhere. No grating noises. 
No metallic vibrations, but a musical revelation. 
Our Special Salonola " FIBRE" Needle improves and 
saves the Records. 
NEW MODELS at Reduced Prices. Terms arranged. 
Catalogs, etc., free on request . 
Home Recreations Ltd. 
(lncorp. Heiron & Smith Ltd.), 
30l Queen St.t near G.P.O. 
Tel. 574 Central. 
Sole Patentees and M inufacturers 'of "The Salonola." 
Full Size and Combination Dining-Cottage Billiard Tables. 
and Silk Art Lamp Shades. 
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Personalia. 
"Galmahra" would add its mite unto 
the felicitations that deluge Professors 
"StaJble and Alcock on their elevation to 
chairs. May they sit in them long, and 
may the seats of their professorial pants 
never grow ,shiny. 
To J. D. Fryer, joint editor of this jour-
na 1, we tender our regrets at his forced 
migration from us, due to a recurrence of 
mustard gas tron'ble. We hope for his 
qnick retnrn and long for his cheery grin. 
* * * 
l\'I1>s. Skehan (nee Agnes N oore ) has i e-
turned from cold, frost -bitten :-Jorway, 
and has brought 'back an infant "·ith her. 
* * * 
"Delightful task! to rear the tender 
thon ght, to teach the young idea how to 
shoot," drones the basso rprofnnclo of 
George Cooli11g at Bris'bane Grammar.-
He tempe1·s his song with chemistry. 
:JI. ::\Ic W hinney wields the eloquent 
wand at Lismore H igh Sch ool. The friewl-
ly old stor'k has found him out, and in the 
goodness of its heart presented him with 
a daughter. We tender onr congratula-
tions. 
* 
Likewise 'Ye have a sheaf of them for 
::\frs. Norman Kynvett (nee Elsie Lor11) 
Iler family's increase is al·so a daughter. 
* * 
'fony Smith has ~been transferred to 
Rockhampton. 
* * * 
We announce " ·ith pleasure-almost as 
much as that with which he announced it 
-the engagement of Tic Dancer to :J1iss 
Stephenson. We wish them sunshine and 
roses for ever. 
• * * h~' Lee, who makes pills in Southport, 
announces her engagement to ::\fr. Catton, 
a graduate of the University of London . 
IZF--------------------------------------------- - --------------------------------~~~----------------· 
• 
F Th C ome in early, so we can get them ready in time for Over-o r ose aeas Xmas Mails, Don't· delay. 
Christmas Presents 
--Your Photograph I 
And at one si tti ng yo u can sol ve 
all your GIFT P ROBLEMS. 
'PHONE CE NTRAL 793. 
R EMEMBER YOU GET QUALITY AT 
The Poulsen Studios 
! QUEEN ST . (Near the Bridge) BRISBANE 
I 
• I 
• ~.=:;;--~--~--~--;;::;-:;;:!--~--~--~- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Queensland 
Insurance Coy. Probate Ltd. 
IS :V.OW OFFERI:'-JG THE MO.ST AT fRACTIVE 
LIFE, PROBATE, ENDO\\';'\-lENT, ancl CHILDREN'S POLICIES L~ QUEENSLANn. 
Insure with this Queensland Company specially promoted for Queenslanders which gives 
the Policy-holders special consideration. 
Queen sland Dfrectoi·s :-E. J . Shf!,W (Chair- Table C.-Special Probate and Legal Expenses. 
man),· E. T. Garbutt, Virlgil L. POiwer, Con. Contract (without profits). 
Bowdler, J . A. Lucas, L. P. Landsberg. Table D.- 8pecial Probate and Legal Expenses. 
WRI'TE FOR PARTICULArRS. Contract (with profits). 
Table E.-Whole of Life Assurance (with 
profits). Head Office: Phillips' Chaml/bers, Queen Street, Bris'bane. 
Branch Offices : Toowoomiba, RockhaillJPton, 
'Townsville, Sydney, Western Australia. 
Managing ))irector: Henbert J. Martin. 
There are s'lill a limited num1ber of shares in 
the Original Issue a vailalble. 
'l'HE QUEENSLAND PROBr\'l'E INSURANCE 
CO~lPAXY LDil'rEn. 
Registered under the Companies Acts 1863-
191 3 Q. 
Xine Q.P.I. Policies . 
Ta1ble A.-Probate Contract (1without profits). 
Taible B.-Probate Contract (1with profits). 
Talble F.-Limited Payments (with profits). 
Ta·ble G.- Endcrn1ment Assurance (with pro-
fits) .. 
T able H.-Joint Lives Assurance (with profits) 
Ta.ble I.__JChildren's DEJferred Assurance 
(with profits). 
Quotations will be given on application for 
any 1c lass O'f Life Assurance not contained in 
these tables . 
. Policies and Contracts up to £250 w;:1 be· 
issued without medical examination, on com-
pletion and acceptance of a satisfactory health 
de·claration. 
Ccm1pare Q. P. I. benefits with those of other 
Insurance societies and companies 'before you 
insure. The Q.P.I. invites comparison . 
'6~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1!1. . ii : 
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Electric Utility Supplies Ltd. 
Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineers 
Installations and Repairs Armatures R ewound 
Complete Lighting Plants Supplied and Installed in Town 
Country. Call on us we will supply your wants. 
or 
: 
' : 
' 
' : 
' 
' 
,, 
:· : 
:I : 
' ,, I QUEEN S'fREET (Ne~il~~~;lea), BRISBANE ! 
: Ph ,. 
' ' one 5675 . • : : 
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Luc:v Cri1bb, transferred from Charters 
'Tern· en; to Cairns, reports · ' lO\·ing l ifc'' Ll p 
there. 
* * * 
Eclna Camp1hell is in BrisiJ.Jane and has 
paid several Yisits to the Common Ho01n· 
* * * * 
.Julia Birkbeck has retnrmd to Eng· 
land after a trip to Scot land. 
• • • 
Our congratulations to ::\frs. Eric ('ri:bb 
(nee Freda Watson ). a son, now about 
:six months old. 
• • • 
Lael Lane-to J1im also our congratula-
tions and good wishes that the gilt will 
long be on the gingerlbreacl (he recently 
rook to wife :\fiss C. Shielcls)-wielcl.:: 
chloroform and a scalpel or two in and 
around rhe <·ity. During week ends he op-
eratr-; on 1na rkerel d0\n1 the Bay. 
Gordon Dun1bar having completed his 
Rhodes courses at Oxford is back in Syd-
ney, studying Law. 
.Jerry Calder is on the Atherton ta;JJle-
land busily manufacturing roads that the 
wet season may have something to "·ash 
• * 
George Leckey tickles transformers 
for the Tasmanian Hydro-Electric. .Just 
how or when he tickles them, \Ye are not 
qnite sure. 
* * * 
.Johnny Wagner is either erecting or 
demolishing silos at .Junee. ~.S.W. Again 
our information is scanty. 
.Jicrger }lcCnlloch i,.; in the Citv Elel'tri1· 
Light. Knowing this, we quite lail to un-
dentand '\Yhy om· lights should µ:o ont 
ryery time a storm appear-<. 
~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::z:!!::::::::::::::::$::::!:~~ 
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~11! ~ Manufacturers of Quality ~ ~~~: 
~11! ~ Automobile Parts ~ ~~lf. l!:: § § ~=i 
••• :111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111: , . ... 
·· LIMITED 
237 Elizabeth St., Brisbane 
• • Gears, Crown Wheels and Pinions, 
Axles, Pistons and Rings, 
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Graduates and past students who are 
members of the Union, should send their 
addresses to the lbnsiness manager. Other-
wise, he cannot be held responsi'ble for 
11011-clelinry of magazines. 
* * 
The Business :Manager regrets to an-
nounce that the May, 1922. issue, has been 
·sold out, and many late· snbscri'bers have 
!been disappointed. Therefore, if you 
would avoid such disappointment. send 
your future ,;n bsrri.ptions enrl~T. 
* * 
Once upon a time the Edito1·s. m their 
great foofo:hness, reprimanded eertain 
club secretarie.s for submitting notes in 
pencil. This time one ingenious secretary 
sent notes on one-quarter page of foolscap 
-and that torn off as crooked as a lame 
dog's hinder limb. Woman, thy name 
. I IS .......... . 
Cathedra. 
'J'hroughout the year the .bulk of copy 
for Galmahra has :been furnished \by a fe-w 
ardent contributors. We do not ibelieve-
much as they try to make us-that into 
the hopeless 1braius of the remaining great 
mass of students, there never enters an 
original thought. We would urge, there-
fore, this great apathetic camel to give 
some thought to Galrnahra during the 
long vac., and to endeavour to produce 
something-fue it scurrilous verse or seri-
ous prose-and so ass]st next year's edi-
tors. Unfortunate ones! They haYe our 
S)'mpathy. 
* * * 
And our ·Graduates, too. Many of them 
as students made the :Jfagazine possible. 
Except in very few cases, we have now 
never a line from them. "Galmahra" 
could reach much highn planes if some 
more of these would !but give us the benr-
fits of their maturer thoughts. Those 
Graduates who have contrilbutecl, may 
their name be 1praised evermore! 
---**--
EXCHANGES. 
''Hermes.'' 
'' Mellbonrne University Magazine.'' 
"University College Hospital Magazine." 
"Victoria Univer·sity College Review" 
(N.Z.) 
''Cerise and Blue.'' 
''Lux.'' 
"The King's School :Magazine." 
'' The Sydneian.'' 
''C. of E. Grammar School (Mel'bourne) 
:M:a gazine. '' 
''Adelaide Medical Students' Society 
Review.'' 
''Adelaide University Magazine.'' 
Australia's 
Winter-
T ourist 
Paradise 
Delightful Climate 
Enchanting Scene1 y 
Further In forrrnit ion 
obtainable at 
Millaa Millaa falls, Atherton Dist. N.Q. 
I\o more fascinating Winter 
Trip can be taken than that 
embracing in its itinerary the 
picturesque Eastern Sea· 
board of Queensland, 
where, steaming in placid 
waters, one views in comfort 
the island dotted sea, and 
revels in the exquisite beauty 
of the Whitsunrtav and Hin-
chinbrook Passages. 
Tht Barron Falls, Barron 
Gorge, Lakes E'.lcham and 
Barrine, Tully and Mill-
stream Falls, and Chillagoe 
Caves are noted throughout 
the Commonwealth for their 
beauty. 
Queensland Tourist Bureau. ·Brisbane. 
MICROSCOPES. A. P. Greenfield & Co. Ltd 
Hold a very large and modern selec-
tion of Microscopes and Apparatus. 
We have recently landed a very large 
stock of Magnifiers, Dissecting and 
Mounting Instruments, Mounted 
Micro objects, Collecting Sticks, etc. 
Price Lists on application. 
A. P. Greenfield & Co. Ltd. 
Optometrists and Scientific Instrument Makers 
189-191 George Street, Brisbane. 
MR. LEONARD FRANCIS, 
VOICE CULTIVATION AND SINGING. 
One Subject Only. 
One Subject Thoroughly. 
YATES & JONES, 
SURVEYORS' DRAFrSMEN 
AND AGENTS. 
Treasury Chamoers, 
GEORGE STREET. 
P.O. Box 385. 'Phone Cent. 621. 
B. T. CRAWFORD, F.F.I.A., 
PUBl1IC ACCOUXTANT, 
l 8 Telegr·aph Chambers, 
Qu een Street, Brisbane. 
'Phone 1835. 
C. B. FREEMAN, 
DEXTAL SURGEON, 
City Chambers, 
Edward Street. 
L.D.Q., 
Tel. 2844. 
Rahilly-Brown Academy 
BALLROOM DANCING. 
"Quiet but Distinctive." 
Private Lessons, Class, and Jazz Olub. 
Opp. G.P.O. 'Phone 6941. 
' Pho11e Cent. 6198 
"FRY FOR THE EYE" 
JAMES PORTER FRY LI ~ITED. 
OPTOMETRISTS, EDWARD STRffT, BRISBANf 
Forster ~ngineering Works Limited, 
fngineers and Blacksmiths, 
MARY srnm BRISBANE 
Specia!i,1s in Machine Work. Gear Cutting, etc. 
All Classes uf E .. gineering Work. 
Repairs of every description. 
Estimates 011 application. Prompt deliveries. 
Elocution & Dramatic Art. 
Miss BARBARA SISLEY 
Treasury Chambers, 
George Street. 
Telephone Central 2772 
Tel. Ct. 5187 
R. P. RHEUBEN. 
(Late T.G.S.) L.D.Q., 
DENTAL SURGEON 
127 QUEEN ST., 
Opp. Strand Pictures, Brisbane. 
E. W. JONES. B.A., 
TUTOR OF MATHEMATICS. 
STEPHENS ST. , 
Tel. 5536. S. BRISBANE. 
The Home o_f . the University Magazine. 
City Office: f.l Harper's Buildings, Elizabeth St. 
Factory: 571 & 573 .\1 ain Street, K&.ngaroo Point 
LET 11s quote yot1 on 
any P.-inting or 
Stationery supplies 
you may require. 
Good Service. 
Prompt Delivery. 
We Print the Print th1t Makes You Prosperous . 
. -=---------1 JOHN 
~ t~ I HISLOP 
6 
. &SONS 
funeral Directors 
544 Queen St. 
Petr it:'s Bight. 
Brisbane. Pho .. e 205 
Central. 
GALMAHRA. 
HE MA<:AZlt'-.E OF THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND. 
·Brisbane, 
October, 1 9 22. 
I beg to draw your attention to the above publication, which is produced 
once in each term (in Ma y, August, and October, ) by the Universi ty of Queens-
land Union . 
Embracing, as it does, the whole sphere of University activities, and dealing 
with subjects of universal interest, "Galmalua '' endeavours to keep in sympathy with 
the national life. The consummation of this ideal is attainable only when the Nation 
realizes that the University i:> "of the Nation, for the i\/atio11." Therefore I feel sure 
that you will derive no small pleasure and benefit from the pages of this Magazine. 
The annual sub-cription i's 4-/6 (including postage) . Each issue will be 
posted to you, should you care to become a subscriber, direct from the printing 
office. 
F. C. Bennett, 
Business Manager. 
(An order form is attached). 
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To the Business Manager, 
" GALMAHRA," 
University of Qyeensland, Brisbane. 
Enclosed is the sum of ____________ ______________ ________________ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ _ being my Subscription 
to ' 'Galmahra'' for the years ____ ___ ·------- --- --- --------------- ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------···· 
(Address) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


3 MOTOR STARS 
F.I.A.T. 
The Car Super-Excellent 
Hudson 
Super-Six 
(7 -Passenger Touring Car) 
£725 
The Most Luxurious American Automobile 
Essex 
Winner of more competitions than 
any other Car on earth 
£525 
Motorcars Limited 
(Late Dalget7's Garage) 
George St. Brisbane 
